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one interested
an absolute tyro,

In measuring to get the exact height,
I do not deem an out cross a violent
the horse should stand squarely and
even though not the most remote
naturally on bia feet, the forward ones
relationship exist·. If only the out-cross- near together and the hind ones not so
r. SMITH,
ing animal is identical in type, rendered far back as to cause him to appèar
so by some generations of ancestors of
stretched.
Attorney at Law,
similar conformation
and character.
A horse may be tall aod yet his barrel
MAINE.
NORWAY,
Such out-crosses are most desirous, and
so that some animals
Collections a Specialty. if the breeder could always obtain tbem "»?
Home Block.
which stand 16 hands high will not
there would be no necessity for in-breedthan
950
more
pounds. Such aniOn the other hand, any animal of weigh
Λ PARK.
ing
mals are not well proportioned. There
the line, however near he may be related
is ''too much daylight under them," as
Attorneys at Law,
if the type is wrong, the cross, with him,
old horsemen define such a conformais more or
less violent in degree, deMAINE.
3ETUSI.,
tion. An animal of that description is
Ellery 0. Park
pendent upon the remoteness to the seldom of much value for any kind of
A'Mlaon E. Herrtcl.
tjpe he represents in his make-up.
service. He will soon break down if
Type to type, with an ever watchful used for saddle purposes, is apt to tire
A WHEELER,
and zealous effort to improve health,
on the road if driveo to harness, is not
constitution, feeding qualities and charto
heavy loads, is generally
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, acter, is the motto that I would adopt, a•oapted pulland
lacking in endurance
shy feeder,
and let relationship take care of itself in
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
A well-proportioned 15-lhand horse that
when
introduce
the
main;
but,
possible,
Wheeler.
Alton C.
.Jamee S. Wright.
from 1000 to 1025 will outwear
unrelated animals to compromise with weighs
two of the long-legged, light-barrelled
the project we all entertain, regarding
and llght-waisted kind.
&
J. H.
near relationship, but never sacrifice one
Size as applied to horses includes
iota of the original purpose of insingle
AND
SURVEYORS.
CIVIL ENGINEERS
their height, the length and depth of
dividual stamp for an out-cross that
35 High Street, South Parle, Maine.
their barrels, their girth around the
may do incalculable harm in the way of chest
Telephone 111-12.
just back of the forelegs, and
set-backs that will take years to correct.
around their barrel just in front of their
I have been wholly unable to see how
hmd legs, or flanks, the girth around the
Map· and Plana made to order.
animals of perfect health, perfect digesforearms at the elbows, stifles and gasMap· of the tiuiberlanda anil pocket maps of 1
tion perfect form, perfect disposition,
each county for sale.
kins, also just above and below the
Publishers of the Atlas of Maine.)
perfect reproductive powers and pre- knees and hocks. A horse may lack
potency, can deteriorate, however much heighth and still be termed a large horse
they may be in bred, if only all these at- or he may have more than the average
tributes are kept intact by proper care
height and still be a small or delicate
aud attention, always discarding those
horse.
that are not so endowed, if by accident
Substance, as generally understood,
Me.
14 Main St.,
they happen to be produced from the refers to the abundance of muscular
herd.
breeding
tissue.
A horse of Bubstance is one
The most successful flock of Lincoln
whose framework is heavily clothed
of
out
ever
bred
were
lambs
I
sheep
muscle. The animal may have a
I hazarded wjth
ewes with a common sire.
boned frame, with the bones of the
the risk because the ram was (treat in all high
and still not be a horse of
essentials and very prepotent. Those legs large, He
substance.
may simply be a coarse,
lambs were subsequently bred to unreraw-boned animal. On the other hand
results
the
best
sires
and
lated
followed, tbe bones of his frame may be only of
in that the most desirable attributes of
All Kinds of Pipe Repairing, Lead the old sire were manifest in the out- medium size and yet so abundantly coverod with muscle that be may properly
crossed offsprings; and the flock has be called a horse of
and Iron.
good substance. A
continued to this day to breed back his horse that lacks substance
may be so
type, leaving out the individual make- heavily covered with fat that to the inTelephone 134-11.
up, in a great measure, the characteriseye he may pass for a horse
tics of the intervening sires, and I have of
substance when he is deficient in that
J.
recently made up my mind to cast about respect. There is a vast difference befor a son of the old rafc. in the hope tween
adipose tissue and muscular
that I may more securely fasten his good tmsue.
to
to
needless
the
flock.
It
is
points on
The point of the horse are best objay that the son must possess
served when the animal is out of harness
Masonic
and
rear
of
health
vigor
Block,
evidence
able
Street,
Temple
perfect
I and is a trifle thin in flesh, for if he is
of constitution.
inclined to be slack in the coupling, or
NORWAY.
Telephone Connection.
It is a dangerous thing to select sires weak in tbe
loin, it can then be easily
haphazard, and I think I would advise I detected. As was recently stated, horses
HOLUSTER-9
if I advise at all, that the breeder with whose muscles are
fine-grained and firm
ambition to be a leader should not
Such anito the touch, possess quality.
•utside of bis own herd to get them, but mals
usually have fine short coats of
Δ £337 Medicine for Buy People.
I would have him deliberately set about
are
skins
thin
and
their
are
tightly
hair,
Brians GoUaa Health and Renewed Vigor.
to breed them for bis own use out of the I
drawn on tbe bones of their legs, and
A spécifié f< >r Constipation. Indigestion. Live
best he has at hand from animals whose the cords of their
,.· IK: l'i -ν Tnnbles. Pimple·, Eczema, Impure
legs are so clearly deUl ·<>ι). Bal Breath, Slugg'sh Bowels, Headache [ capabilities and breed qualities and prefined that their logs below the knees and
au 1 Backache.
It's Rocky Mountain Tea in tabpotency are a part of his intimate and nocks have the appearance of being
Genuine made by
let form. 3." cents α bo*.
a
close
based
certain
knowledge,
upon
II.iL: istkk Dsuo Company, Maiilson, Wis.
fluted. The mau who claims that befor years together.—II. M. cause a
GOLDEN N'JGGETS FOR TALLOW PEOPLE scrutiny
long-legged, light-barrelled horse
Brown in Indiana Farmer.
is 10 hands
he is of horse substance
Office Hour»—9 to 12—1 to 4.
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makes himself a laughingstock
Feeds for the Dairy.
among those who have learned the first
In the past year all the foodstuffs on rudiments
of
horsemanship.—Maine
the market have been analyzed by us at I Farmer.
the experiment station and were found I
mixed feeds to contain I
in the case of
A Good Profit from Hens.
claimed by the companies I
just what
will write up a little on poulty of
We
I
w hich was not the case a few weeks ago,
with two exceptions. One mixed feed our experience for the year of 1908
contained breweries grain and the other we wintered 225 hens. What we r*
kaflir corn. In buying these mixed I cei ved for eggs and chickens was Î465
feeds I would advise to buv in sacks and we paid out for feed $245, leaving a
that are marked, assuring reliability balance of $220 as profit or about $1 00
The cottonseed meal on the market at per hen but will say we buy but little of
the hen feeds advertised in the poultry
the present time is good and has
right yellow color. The oil or gluten papers. Perhaps it pays but we never
foodstuffs are not up to the standard thought it would pay us, but we buy
and care should be taken in buying oyster shells by tbe half ton. It cost us
them, and the same can be said of the I last year about »45 for feed more than a
The dairy feeds are year ago. Still we are not discouraged
South Paris, Maine.
distillers' grain
being made mostly from waste cereal with the hen business. It takes a sight
and yet
products and some of them contain of of steps to look after 225 hens
we have never known any business to
lot of fiue grain ground clover.
run itself and pay.
Some how we do
The class of feeds that are fast gain
ing popularity among the dairymen are uot take to horses and of course we
the so-called molasses feeds, which are I could't make it pay but we do like the
Portland Division.
extremely palatable, and are made from I biddies and think they like us. Perscreenings from cereal* and well cured „?p?..weare Dl>t ''ke most poultry men.
FIRST CLASS FARE $l.OO.
corn stover soaked in molasses.
They I We like a variety of breeds and colors
STATEROOMS $ ! .00.
have also found in some, a large amount and all run together. We will say we
Steamships "Goveruor Dingley" or of weed seed, which is the screening of I set but a few of our own eggs We
Franklin the wheat of the West. These feeds,
"Ransom B. Fuller" leave
βΚ*β· Weeet
Wharf, Portland, week daye only at however, contain the amount of protein full blood of some breed. Most of our
7 P. m., for Boston.
fats that are guaranteed. The beDs now are R. I. Reds, Barred Plyand
poultry feeds a<-e fairly up to the stand- mouth Rocks and White Plymouth
Roturntnt
ianc? rua* more on the
ard but contain some ground oat hulls.
...
Rocks. All the fault
Leave Union Wharf, Boston, week 1 do not favor the buying of any of the White Plymouth
we flud with the Rocks, they get too fat
new class of mixed feeds as they are not
days only, at 7 p.m., for Portland.
always what they are said to be and in if you don't look out. We don't like the
Through tickets on sale at principal case of mixed feed it is better to do the Leghorns. Eggs too small and white
railroad statiooe.
mixing yourself. Stick to the old re- for the Boston market. We will say
liable brands and let the others eo bv.— here we shipped all our eggs to MassaFreight ratee aa low another lines.
chusetts. Our eggs and eggs we bought
Turf, farm and Home.
J. F. LI SCO MB, General Agent,
last year and shipped was about six
Me.
Portland,
thousand dozen.—Samuel York, New
Kidding Land of Quack Grass.
in Turf, Karro and Home.
Many méthode are advocated io the Sharon,
papers for eradicating quack grass, but
none is quite so feasible and efficient, I
Walk of the Horse.
think, as the following that I practice.
There is much difference in different
Served at all hours.
I plow sod or other land late in the fall,
about H inches deep, the next spring lit individual horses of the same and every
WENT WORTH HOUSE,
the same thoroughly and deep, and sow breed in the matter of walking, some
quicker steps and a longer stride,
South Paris. to barley or oats an early as possible. having means
the covering of greater disAfter the grain is harvested, I plow which
again abont the same depth and disk tance in less time. I have found that
and harrow thoroughly; then rake out there are slow, medium and fast walkers
with a horse rake all loose roots and in every breed, says a writer in Farmers1
burn if the weather i· dry, otherwise Review. As in running, pacing and trotFOR
draw and pile in some place where they ting the walk can be made faster by
will do no harm. In a few days or be- proper handling in nearly all cases, but
fore the quack gras* shows green, disk Home animals improve more than others.
and harrow thoroughly again, deeper, if It would be impossible to make a good
fast walker out of a horse whose step
possible, and rake and burn as before.
i· quickly absorbed.
In a short time, but before the quack was very short. I have noticed no difGi»e* Relief at One·.
ference in speed at the walk in the light
grass gets a start, plow again and disk,
It cleanses, soothes,
harrow, rake and burn as before. If breeds of horses and others that were
heals and protects
walkers. The action in walk, as in
necessary, repeat the process the third fast
the dis*'asea memtime. The land should be plowed as trot or other gaits, is largely inherited.
brane resulting from Catarrh and drives
owned many horses that came
have
I
late in the fall a· possible and left in a
a'.tu y aCokl in the Head quickly. Kestores
loose condition, in which con- from the same family, running first,
light,
size
Full
Smell.
the Senses of Taste and
dition freezing will very materially help second, third and fourth generation, al50 cts. at Druggists or by mail. Liquid
in killing the quack grass.
By the most ail of them having the same kind
cts.
75
atomizers
in
use
for
Balm
Cream
above method I have in two years com- of action, both in walk, trot and the
Elv Brothers. 56 Warren Street, New York.
pletely killed quack grass in fields very «addle gaits. I am, however, unable to
badly infected and raised a good crop of say all were good at fiat-foot walk, but
opinion
grain each year, a no small item in meet- many of tbem were, and it ia my walk
is
ing the expense of extra tillage. The that while I think the good
imbe
much
it
can
tillage also greatly benefits the land.— largely inherited,
James Κ Bigelow, Jefferson County, N. proved by a good rider or driver. I do
not think the feed given a horse can
Y., in New England Homestead.
affect his walk. Of course a horse in
When 70a are troubled with your eyee.
good condition feels well and will travel
What U Needed.
Have your eyee examined by
faster than one not well fed, but this is
Here is something that G. P. Adams
as far as feed would enter into the quesDB. PA BJI ENTER,
rich
that
Bulletin
in
the
Jersey
«ays
tion.
men who play at dairy farming would do
well to heed:
Check Rein Cruelties.
Build the best barns money can put
up, buy the best herd of cows yon can
The New York Herald gives in a late
Coaae Here.
select, and turn them over to ignorant issue the attitude of the humane horse
and careless people, and you will cerfriends of the metropolis in regard to
Consult rte.
tainly fail. Expensive barns are not the matter of check reins. It says:
Me.
to
have.
nice
are
Norway,
necessary, though they
"An active crusade is waging just now
Uood stock on which to build your herd In
New York against the severe checkis absolutely essential. They must be
of carriage horses, and it is said that
bred to produce, have the finish that at- ing
a body of some twenty members of the
tracts, anc be good individuals.
S. P. C. A. has agreed actively to comAnd that makes us hlnk of what a
TM
m»
bat the custom. As members of that
wealthy man who has a fine herd of society, it would seem only needful for
few
months
cattle
said
ns
a
to
dairy
them to keep their own agents np to
since:
WITH
their work, and at all events it Is to be
"I wish you would talk to the agrihoped that the work will not be done in
cultural colleges lond and long on edu- the
same spasmodie fashion as heretocating their you ng men to be honest and fore. It is, however, safe to say that
trustworthy as well as competent. The this committee can stand for half sn
great cry everywhere is for men who can hoar on any street corner and see more
be trusted with other people's money and
suffering, uncomfortable and unfit aniproperty. There are too many men mals pass them than they can discover
AM AU THROAT AND tUHfl TlOUBLEtj who have no conscience, no solid steady too sharply cheoked up in the whole
fastness of character."
In a week—horses that snffer all day
OTTittA WTHP SATISFACTORY
That's true. The old fashioned spirit oity and
every day of their lives, and
long
OB XOVXT BXYUHDSD.
too
scarce.
of trustworthiness is getting
not for an hour or two, as the avenue
in
our
conscience
We must put more
carriage horse does, perhaps, if too
work.—Hoard's Dairyman.
sharply borne np on the bearing rein."
We Do all Kind· of....
This probably applies with equal troth
Watoh the faces of your cows. The to any city, for tight check reins are not
tell muoh about the responsible for more than a small part
ears especially
JOB PRINTING.
health of an animal. Drooping ears, of the cruelty city horses suffer.—Maine
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ESS KAY had a bead·
Α3·%Γ RS.
ache uext uioruiug and

stopped

couldn't

iu

bed.

Co.

Siit(

to such α peaceful· state of
mind ne not to "feel funny." But Sally bad called tne a baby, and I bad to
redeem myself from tbat aspersion at
any price. So I tried to compose my
countenance over a beating heart and
tblnk about other things on the way
'to the beach, as you do If you are going to the dentist's.
Potter went with us, though I supposed that when we came to the end
he would bid us goodby and trot off to
the place wjiere the men bathed, wherOur things had
ever that might be.
been taken on ahead by a servant or
two, and we walked, as the day was
perfect, and I was thankful to get a

attain

in;
to, and so we
her advice about
going to Bailey's heath for a dip iu
the sea.
Totter, whose proposal it
was, said that this was perhaps pro ν i·
deaiial. as bhe was almost certain to
waut me to stay in till 1 could be taken
"lint you don't ueed tu
out oUu-ially.
kuow (hat," he added.
1 looked at Sally, uud she laughed, little exercise.
We met a great many people whom
su 1 knew that 1 was to go.
and Potter knew, and Just as
Sally
but
what
about
clothes!"
"Uh,
bathing
Potter had said. "Here we are at Bai1
on
sutideu
exclaimed
thought.
Mrs.
handsome
"How stupid of uje uot to have re· ley's beach." that
with
I
would want tbeui Pitchley and her stepdaughter,
membcred that
Mr. Doremus came up.
They called
before I left hotne or iu Xew York!"
and 1
"1 reckon it would have been stupid to us, so we stopped to speak,
because I'd been wanting
of us if we hadn't reuieuiUeivd." :;.:id was pleased,
to know them. We were introduced,
Sally. Then she went on, irrelevant 1;.'.
I was wondering what Mrs. Ess
it seemed at tirst. "What day of tlie alul
Kay would do if Hhe could see us chatmonth is tomorrow?"
with the Pitchlcys in sight of all
"The 29th of July," said Totter ting
Newport when a little thin man, lookpromptly, while I was resigning myfurious, with a striped
self, after a slight struggle, to the ing |>erfectly
bathing suit rolled up under his arm.
fact that I had lost track of dates.
frame hopping along toward us as if he
"Seems to me that's somebody's
were a cricket ball that somebody had
to
isu't
it?"
Sally appeared
birthday,
batted off the beach.
to
the
address her remark
ceiling.
Ills panama hat was on the back of
"How did you kuow?" I exclaimed.
nis rlngle eyeglass on its
his head,
The kind
"A little bird told me.
fhaln was flying out behind him in
that builds in birthday booke. It lires
"
the breeze, and my first thought was
on a table la Lady Victoria's •den.'
how comical he looked.
My second,
"Fancy your keep!tig the date in
as he came nearer, was something
all
time!"
head
this
your
different.
"I've a weakuees for remembering quite
Mohunsleigh!" I cried.
"Why.
I'm
of
fond
the
peobirthdays—when
He stopped hopping so abruptly that
ple who own them. You see, every· he stumbled and
nearly fell down.
body thinks about Christmas, and 1
"Hello. Betty!" he growled, hauling
don't want to be confused with every•fT bis hat aa if he hated the bother
body In the minds of just those spe"Where did you spring
of doing it.
cial people. Now, the truth is, I've got
from?"
a
little
birthday present upstairs
Where on earth did you
"Home.
which I didn't mean you should seo
from?" I echoed.
spring
it
may
until tomorrow, but as part of
"They've sprung me off their beastcome in rather handy this morning,
ly beach," said he, glaring and sticking
perhaps we might rua up and bave a in
his eyeglass. Then he almost waved
look at it."
his hideous little bathing suit at me.
I
cxclalmed.
dear!"
"Oh, Sally, you
"Wouldn't let me bathe, the bounders!"
"Oh, Sally, you wretch, to have kept
"Wouldn't let you bathe?"
to
I
want
that birthday to yourself!
be In on this act," gruml>!cd Potter.
But I hardly heard hla, I was bo excited about what I wr.s soins to And

E&Efc'^r'
spokeu
couldn't possibly ask

speak

or

upstairs.

We went to my room. Sally and I,
tnd she raug for Louise, who was told
to fetch from what Sally called Uer
"closet" a certain black "trunk" of
whose existence Louise was evidently

already

aware.

Louise had gone it proved to contain
three and a half.
One of the three was a blue gauze
ball gown, embroidered with patterns
of thistles in tiny sparkling things
that looked like diamonds. The second
was pink tulle, with garlands of tiny
The third was a white linen,
roses.
made as only Americans know how to

well, I

The second part was silk,
difficult to describe.
Perhaps I'd do best to say that it was
like long stockings, only it wae in one
and evidently meant to fasten

to grow.
too, but

mere

piece

around the waist.
"There's also a pair of sandals and
exa really sweet cap, deah." Sally
piuiuvu.

"Is It a fancy dress for a
1 asked puzzled.
"For a little girl about
Why. you funny cblkl. It's
1 had to get it
ing

little

your birthday."

"Ob, Sally, are they all for me?"
"Well, they're for nobody else. It'·
jour birthday."
Of course I told her she was an
angel, aud so she rças, quite an exceptional kind of an angel, and I kissed
her and was sayiug a great many
things when she stop]>ed me. "So glad
But now we
you like them, deah.
must be moving If we're to have our
bath this morning. Louise can't leave
Katherine, but we'll have one of the
other iuuUIh come with our thiugs. It's
getftug late."
"It is lnte. Isn't
I felt frightfully.
it?" said I hopefully, looking at my
watch.
"Perhaps it's too late to go
this morning, after all."
"Not a bit of it." said Sally.

:

xa

"Why, MohunelelghΓ I crlctt.
"No. Said: Tou can't get In here.

I'm
This beach Is for millionaires.'
blest If 1 don't shake the suiid off my
feet as soou as I can puck up and get
out."
"No, no! Don't do that," 1 begged.
"There's some mistake perhaps."
"No. there isn't," said he. "I'm not
Rut 1- did think I looked
a millionaire.

if I could afford α bati>."
"Sully, dear, do let me Introduce my
cousin. Lord Mohuuslelgh," I said In α
as

girl?" great hurry.

your site.
your bathand all the
dre^s.
other things ready made, for there
wasn't time for auythiug more than
having them altered to your measurement if they were to be ready for

"Come

aloug."

"I'm not sure but that I'd better stop
In if Mr. l'arker thinks Mrs. Stuyveeant-Knox would want me to." I floundered on.
"She won't mind—not much, anyCasiway. if we don't take yon to the
no without her." Sally tried to reassure
But her eyes had beguu to twinme.
kle.
"Don't you think she might? There
«i*e a lot of letters I ought"—
"Now. child, out with It. Don't yo·
like the battling dress?"
"Oh. I admire it linmeusely," 1 stammered. "It's like a—a picture. But—I
cnu't see myself wearing It That Is.
I can't bear to think of any one else

seeing me wear it."
Sally went off Into a fit of musical
"You poor baby.
southern laughter.
I forgot the shock It might be to you
If you're accustomed only to English
bathing clothes. They certainly are
iiave you never been to
the limit!
Trouviile or Ostend?"
I shook my head. sad. at having to
Bat how could I
seem ungrateful.

help it?

"Well, they have this kind there,
and bo they do here. Everybody has
it.
My prettiest one Is much like
yours, only it's poppy colored. Katherlne's Is cornflower blue this year,
aud she's got a black one and a lilac
When you see all the other·
one.
prancing about in the same sort of
things you won't feel a bit funny."
I was far from rare that I should

suu dancing ou the clear
green water as If the millionaires of
Newport had beeD sprinkling gold
pieces. But the best of all was the
floating platform about a hundred
yards from the beach, where we sat
and let the emeralds and pearls spray

sky, with the

was

over us.

At home when you are at the sea
your governess or some other person
who Uilnks enjoyment ought to b·
measured off by rule sits on the Bhore
looking at her watch, and when you
have been in exactly twenty minutes
she tells you to come out directly or
I've always
you will catch a chill.
wondered what It would do to you If
you stopped in for twenty-one miu·

"Used to be iu the army. I've chucked It now." lie explained affably, beginning to look quite nice, for really,
though small and wiry, with ginger
colored hair and mustache and no colored eyes, Mobuuslelgh isn't an ugly
man wheu you come to notice his nice,

sharp

features.

He's only

a

distant

utes, though I never had the chanc·
to try, but In America all that is quit*
different, as different as the very way
they say "seaside," with their accent
on the first instead of the last syllable.
Nobody thinks about watches. Too
lust bulhe and bathe as long as yoo
When you are tired 01
feel like it
it you come out. Then you bake yourself in the sand for a little while 11

cousin of mine and so old (he s nearly
forty) that In the first years of our
acquaintance he made himself agreeable by teaching me to ride on his
foot, but 1 always liked blm—whenNatever I remembered his existence.
urally. though, this hasn't been often,
as oue of his many eccentricities Is to
be continually prowling at the ends
of the earth—anywhere where there
may be animate to shoot. What kind
be doesn't seem to care If they are
Dnly large enough. Once he was fond
Df tigers, but the last thing he bad a
fad for was polar bears, and be sent
mother a skin, which makes the oak
toom smell strongly of camphor.
"1 hope, anyhow, you're going to pay
ι good loug visit to Newport." said

Mrs. Pitchley.
"I meant to go back tomorrow morning," replied Mohnnslelgh. "but
haps I might stop on a bit longer."
"We'll give you some fun." volun-1

^per-

teered Miss

|y pretty.

Pttchley, looking frightful

"Will your' said Mohunslelgh.

"Jol-

iy nice of yoo. 1 must think about it."
Then he deigned to remember that I
was hie little long lost cousin, asked
when I'd arrived on this side the I
water and a few other things, but be
looked more at Miss Pitchley than at
1 suppose It Ls difficult to be I
me.
much excited about a person who ha9
taken riding lessens on your foot.
Potter asked Mobunslelgb where lie
was staving, and when he beard It was I
at η hotel be said bis sister wouldn't

Lord Mobunsallow that to go on.
lelgb would bave to come to the
Moorings, that was settled, and his
man must be told to pack up his things 1
directly. Mlgutn't word be sent by
messouger ut once?
1
•'Haven't brought a man, thanks aw-1
fully. Shed that habit long ago," said
"Pve got precious little
my cousin.
luggage, too; picked this thing up in I
a shop as I came along and tlie.v I
charged me the deuce of u lot for It. I
You're awfully good, you know, ami
all that, to offer to put me up, bi't 1

you like and run back to begin ovet
again. It is heavenly. No other adjective half expresses It
When we did really make up out
minds to stop out for good and h..d
dressed ourselves, feeling like goddesses just born of the foam (or gods
as the case might be), we all met—out
party, the Pltchleys and my couslnto arrange about what Mohunsleigb
would do.
It seemed that Mrs. Pitchley had Invited him to lunch, and as she had been
bo kind about the bathhouse he explained to Potter he thought that tic
couldn't very well refuse. About stopping on he would decide later, but be
consented to drive with us in the
afternoon In a motor car of Potter's
that holds six. By that time he would
have had time to send α wire to a
friend of his in New York aud to
make up his mind what he had bettei
do about going back.
When we got home we found Mrs.
She
Ess Kay much better and up.
was inclined at first to be cross wltb
Sally and Potter for taking me to the
beaçh. but when she heard about
Mohunslelgh. she forgot to be vexed,
and seemed almost excited about blm.
I cau't think
She asked

why.

Totter opened his eyes at the thin
little man, and Mrs. and Mise Pitchley
looked at him with interest
"Do Introduce us all," laughed Mrs.
Pitchley, "and then we cun sympathize with Lord—Lord—oh, but I can
never learn to pronounce him!"
I Introduced him to the mother and
etepdaughter then, though I hadn't
thought of Its being necessary, and
explained that my cousin, though
spelled very elaborately, was pro-

nounced Moonslee.
He bad evidently abandoned all Intention of immediate flight now, and
his rage was visibly cooling. He was
at Mrs. Pitcbley with quite as
much interest as she showed in bim
and with even more at the girl, although he talked to Potter Parker and
answered bis questions quite civilly.
He explained that he had actually
been ordered away from the beach,

looking

Mohunsleigb to come to the
.Moorings, but looking quite strained
invited

and wild at the news about his lunching with the Pltchleys.
"You oughtn't to have let him go.

Potter shrugged his shoulders—those
American shoulders of his.
"Strange as It uiay seem to you, he
wanted to. That settled it. I didn't
only came prepared to spend a niglit I
monkey with the gunpowder."
or two."
Mrs. Ess Kay's lips went down at
Then Potter Insisted ard blew all I
corners and her eyes Hashed.
Mohunslcigh's objections away oue by the
"How easy It is to see that woman's
one as If they had been threads or
said she.
"Cora Pltchley
cobweb, still my cousin wouldn't give game."
knows that Mrs. Van der Wlndt aud
a definite answer, perhaps not underthe committee will be only too anxious
standing American hospitality, or per-1
for us to go to the pink ball now, and
he
which
Ideas
other
prehaps having
thinks she sees a way of getting
ferred. At all events we went to the she
there, too, after all. Mart my words,
bathing machines (which weren't
she's got lier earl; It'll go bard with
Ing machines at all. but dear little
her If she doesn't stick to him. Betty,
houses) without anything being decidHe's your
can't yon do something?
The only invitation which Moed.
cousin. You've a right to him."
bunslelgb had really accepted was
"I don't know that I want him par
Mis. Pitchley'». for her husbands
I Amfessed. "Mohunslelgh's
ticularly,"
box.
bathing
a dear, queer old thing, and I'm fond
him
called
She kept her word nud
of him. but we haven't seen much of
"Lord Mohunfih'igh" lu quite a liig'a
him at home for years. And I know
voice, just as we passed the man wbo
he can't be bothered with me."
had refused to let hlui go on to thel
"Anyhow, he certainly ought to Im·
beach iwfore, but the man didn't seem
here," said Mrs Ess Kay anxiously
bel
I
tliiuk
least.
the
In
impressed
"It will Ije perfectly loathsome If w··
didn't even recognize Mobunslelgb as I
have to sit still and see the Pltchleys
the same person, or If be did be pre-1
gobble him up."
tended very cleverly not to.
"Poor Mohunsleigb!" I exclaimed.
I had forgotten the horror of the I
what will they do with him?"
bathing dress in my surprise at meet- "Why.
And for a lurid Instant I beheld Miss
me
fell
over
but
it
Mohunslelgh.
lug
Pltchley and Carolyn as beautiful
agalu like a cloud as soon as 1 was
with their lips red—too red
ogresses,
tlio>el
with
box
the
bathing
shut up In
go to the pink ball with him
"They'll
have
I
wouldn't
wisps of green silk.
and by him
They couldn't without
the maid help me aud wrestled wliU
That's what they'll do." said
him.
It tool; me some
tbe ordeal aloue.
Mrs ICss Kay. as If she saw iny coustime, but wheu everything was on
in's whitening bones plckisl clean by
(there were only four things, couu'.lngl
"And we shall
the Pitch ley family.
the cap and smart little sandals. I
have to be intimate with them tlx·
couldn't say to myself that the effect
whole time be stays."
wasn't attractive. It was. and I did
"Oh, you needn't feel Iniund to for
bead
in
tbe
of
quaint
myself
approve
sake.
It Isn't as though Mohunsmy
a
like
more
fetching
iress. which was
lelgh"- I begau, but Mrs. Ess Kay
silk toque with an Alsatian bow lu
snapped my poor sentence In two. as
If it had been cotton on a reel.
But the (uvful moment came when i
"I have to think for all of us." said
was ready, with my hand on the door
she. "Cora Pltchley Is a climber."
felt
have
must
Arc
of
Jouu
sure
I'm
We changed our dresses (Sally says
like that when she had let her hair
one must be forever changing one's
down and put on that graceful white
dress at Newport), lunched, aud then
dress of hers one sees in the pictures,
door appeared a gorgeous white
She may have been at the
to be burned.
dimly aware that she was looklug
quite her best, as I was. hut even that
couldn't have buoyed her up much at
square

bathing suit and all. by some "impertinent ass of an official."
Potter was hospitably distressed,
but Mrs. Pltchley was moved to laughter.
"Ha. ha. won't the man be sick when
he sees you coming back with us
and hears us call you Lord Mobuns
lelgh?—for If you'll point him out in
time, that's wbat 1 shall call you. right
under his uose. You sec, this is a private beach. We all subscribe for our
bath houses, but you'll be our guest,
of course, and Pll put Mr. Pitchley's
He's gone off
box at your service.
Ashing for a few days. Only to think
of the Karl of Mobunslelgh being
turned back. Dellcloue!"
"Can't say I thought of it that way
till now," said Mobunslelgh, pulling
his wiry mustache and condescendlug to grin slightly at last "But it'·
true I'm not a millionaire you know."
You can't say
"You're an earl.
you're not, for 1 read in the Flashlight only the other day that the Earl
of Mohuusleigb had sailed for America, though It couldn't be ascertained

what ablp."
"Didn't know there was any particular reason why It should be ascertained." Bald Mobunslelgh. "I've ran
over to visit a chap in Californiaon

dashed nice chap, too, but thought I'd
have a shot at New York first, and
blest If I could stand it.

Never could

stand being grilled since a sunstroke
I got when I waa serving in India."

"Dear me, who and what does a
lord serve?" broke In Miss Pltchley,
which surprised Mobunslelgh and me
both bo much that he stared and I
But she didn't, though no
blushed.
girl under Vic's age at least would
think of cutting la Ilk· that with ·

|

the moment, and it didn't me.
As 1 stood hesitating, somebody
I peeped out. and it was
knocked.
Sally—quiet, unassuming little Sally,
with her middle aged airs—looking
like one of Stan's gaiety girl photographs, in a short, low necked dress of

bright |>oppy color, with silk legs as
shiny as an archdeacon's, only with
quite a different effect.
"Come on, my green Undine." said

she. and 1 came. Iiecause she pulled
suddenly that otherwise I should
have fallen flat on my nose.
Having seen her dressed so much
Ln my style, it waen't quite as bad as
before, and when I was out of my
box-like one of those little barometer
women that tell fair weather—there
was Mrs. I'ltchley in crimson aud Carolyn ritchley lu uhlte. and lots of
pretty women, all with the same lovely
There hadn't beeu any
stockings.
standing about when we arrived, be-

early, not having gone

the Casino flrst as the others had.
υnd it was a relief to find them, or
it was. until I had a great shock.
Instead of the men being away at
ι separate beach of their own. they
were put with us. and kept ρορρίιιμ
out of boxes every minute, aud running up to talk to the girls they knew,
just as calmly as If they were lu evening dress. My eyes almost came out
Then I
of my head for au Instant.
just swallowed hard aud leaped over
about five centuries of prejudice as if
I were Jumping across a tiny beck.
"Everything's a matter of custom."
said 1 to myself, aud in auother minute I was racing gayly down to the
water, band in hand with Sally, as if
we had been little girls with sand paile
to

and shovels.
I expected to feel as if 1 bad
plunged into a million gallon bath of
Iced water, when 1 got out among the
:reamy breakers, but. Judging from the
sensation, Americans bar· bad their
Atlantic
of
the
beautifully
warmed from underneath with some
patent heating apparatus. It would be

part

just

like them!

sandy

beach is so level you can
patter out ever so far until you finally
tiave to bob up and down for the rolling waves as If tbey were royalties.
I can swim a little, and Potter
took me beyond the breakers. It was
The

peat fun under that arcb of turquoise

what about Lord Mohnneleigh?"
"He's made up bis mind to stop and
lend fur his things," said 1.
"You gave him my note? He's coming to us?"
"I gave him the note, and he's coming around presently to thank you for
being so kind. But—he feels he had
You
better stay with the Fltchleys.
see. It's like this.
They happen to be
sending a servaut to New York today
to do some com missions for Mrs. Pitchley. so the man will go to Mohunsleigh's hotel too. And as they're doing
so much for him and Mrs. Pitchley
and her husband know some friends

of his at home, he thinks—but he'll
tell yon all about It himself."
"I tol^ou so!" said Mrs. Ess Kay.

Chapter 10*%
^

jKfc3

III LE we were motoring
Mrs. Ess Kay h::J Iwen
terribly busy with her
secretary, getting invital'ous re!,(*y ^or a ν'υ'ϋ| I

She was giving the tea. she explained, to Introduce me to Newport so iely.
and she was having a violet oi:e because It was not tbe rlprlit time of y»».ir |
for violets.
I meekly suggested that as a reason
for giving some other kind of ten. bti;
She wished ti
she said not at all.
have that kind because violets wet*
hard to get. though not Imp ;sslble. !
would fee when the time came tha
she could get them. And I should ah
see, If it were Indeed true that I til.
not know, what a violet tea was. S!r
wanted It to be a surprise for me. Sin
thought I would like It.
1 hadn't long to wait before leara
lng the true Inwardness of a v'.ol<
tea. for Mrs. Ess Kay was determine,
to get me "out" as soon as possili!.·
and It seems that In America the Una
to bring a xirl out Is at a tea
At]
least that Is one way, atul as Mis. E'<!-

Kay was even then plaunlng to giv»
something very big Just before tin

wa:;he>l up before she sent out ι«·»
next invitations.
I'm sure mother wouldn't take fis
much trouble for a house j irty to ! t·'
the kinn and queen us Mrs K:s lia;
did for that violet tea. and I daren't
think oven now, though it happened
weeks ago. of the money she mus:
■

have spent.
For one thing, she and Sally ami ί
had to have violet drosses. She would
buy inlne (I don't see how I should
have done it if she hadn't, especially
as Vic wrote Just then that motliei

felt poorer than ever, and that man
hadn't yet proposed·, ami it was beau
tlful; pale violet silu muslin, trimmer
The·,
with violets and their leaves
violet and silver livery was ordere
In η great hurry for the four footmet·
—to be worn on one afternoon, and u··
But these things were mer
more!
sketchy details, compared to otiu··
μ·«.-|Μ"«11ΙΙΜΙ*
One η>υιιι.

when·

tea

wiie

to

I»·

served, was entirely draped with viole*
silk, from the palest to the dnrke*'
shades, and for the smaller of the tw

drawing rooms- the oue wln re >Ir
Kss Kay would stand to receive he
guests—wire frames were made from

measurements to tit and cover all f«>u
walls.
I couldn't imagine what the
frames were for at lirst. Itut whc:·
their hour came they were padde
with moss and covered with fres!
The curtains were take
violets.
down from the windows, and a net
work of violets was hunt; up in the!
place, with au effect of great loveli
uess when the light streamed throng!·
the screen of flowers. And even ihN
was not all, for a soft thick mat ot
grass and moss was spread over Unpolished floor, with a sprinkling of vi·»
All of the furniture was taken
lets.
nway and Instead, along the wall, were
placed b.-mks of artilW lal uuws and vl··
lets. No doultt these would have been
real, too. hut when crushed they would
have stained the dresses of those that
sat upon thetn.
Altogeliier. the room
was turned Into a woodsy bower of
violets, and I was given a great bunc'i
of the dear flowers to carry.
There had Ihkmi only a week lu which
to prepare these sensational effects,
hut everything was tiulshed In time
and without flurry. Already I knew a
great many of Mrs. Ess Kay's friends
and on the day of the »tea It seemed
that eneh. j>erson whose acquaintance
I had made had remembered me wlt'.i
All my flowers
a cartwheel of violets.
were placed In vases on tables In the
big drawing room, adjoining the bower
of violets, and as a card was attached
to each bunch, pinned on the masses
of violet satin ribbon which trailed
from it. each giver could have the

pleasure of seeing how his gl.'t com
pared with his neighbor's. It was a
violet
show
wonderful
display—a
And. as Mrs Kss Kay had said, "it
was not the right time of the year for

me so

cause we were

When we went back tbe finit thing
that Mrs. Ess Kay atsked was, "Well,

lots of questions, very much talked about "pink ball." so
quickly, one after the other, brighten to "take the shine οΠΓ that gran ! r.f
Ing up when Potter told bow be had fair." she wished to get tlu· teacup

bath-j

It was a good sized box, big enough
And
to noid two or three dresses.
when 11 was opened by 8ally after

make up lîteens, and the half was—
was not quite sure what it
was at first, though I could see that it
it was pale green, and
was pretty,
there were two parts of it. The bigger of the two (it was not very big)
was of soft silk aud extremely fluffy.
It had a low necked and short sleeved
bodice, and attached to that was a
skirt—or something that would have
been a skirt if it had bad more time

Mohuuslelfh

anything else.
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to be apokeu to by ber,
though. oue could see. His eyes brighthe smiled,
ened
looking
up uud
straight .ni her as If she were a new
and absolutely desirable kind of rifle.
I say rifle because Mobunslelgb le a
grent shot and would rather spend
his money (what he bas of it) on a
new invention by way of α gun than

delimited

one,

g
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in
is
able to distinguish between height, sise
hone·,
to
and eubeUnce, m they ftpply
Correspondence on practle&l agricultural topic
ahorse exchange. The height of
U solicite· 1. Address all communication· In says
'β 8eD®rally understood to mean
tended for this department to Hknbt l>
ÎL
Hammuro, Agricultural Kdltor Oxford Dem the distance from the level floor upon
ocrat, Paris. Me
which the animal stands, to the top of
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A hand signifies a space of four inches,
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hence a horse that stands 15-2 measures
02 inches on a straight line from the
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soles of his forward feet to the top of
nis withers, and a ltf-hand horse 64 inAND IXUKEEDt.NO.
"SPEED

Democrat.

Oxford

The
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il / etood hexltutlng, trmebody knncked.
motor car lined with scurlet, which I
bail never seen liefore. As we all bad
on white, from bend to foot, wè matched it beautifully, and, feeling that we
looked nice enough even to grace an
accident, if it muât come, we started
to pick up Carolyn Pitchley and my

cousin.
Mrs. Ess Kay didn't go, for she
wasn't quite herself yet, and, besides,
she perhaps thought that In the circumstances Mohunsleigh ought to Le
brought to call before she met him iu·
formally. I don't know that nny of us
were aB sorry as we ought to have been
not to have her.
The Pitchley house, which is called
the Chateau de Plaisance, is on a much
It
grander scale thaD the Moorinpt
thinks It is an old French chateau and

tries to convey the same Impression to
beholders, as do several others of mo.v
But it's α hope
or less the same sort.
less effort. The poor dears might «s
well give up and resign themselves
once for all to beiug a blot on the exlandscape,
quisite blue and gold
though perhaps if they can hold out
for two or three hundred years they
may do better. The farther we weut,

violets
We stood on our feet for hours,
smiled yards of smiles, and said the
same things over and over again so
many times that I Itegan to feel like
a phonograph doll which I saw in my
O.dy when ι
frst New York h hop
ran down nobody wound me up, and
I had to go 01» by myself as best I
could, which was fatiguing and mad·
the machinery squeak.
But everybody said it 'was a huge
The New York papers had
success.
each more than u column about the
"function," a· they called it, and Mrs

Ess Kay wus piously happy.
I had thought we were very gay before. but after the violet tea. from getting up to going to bed, we never bad
a moment that hadn't Its own appointed place In the procession of hours,
like the bead in a long rosary.
After breakfast we went to the Câ•Ino to play tennis, to listen to the
concert or pretend to and to gabble.
There we would meet everybody we
knew, and It v.-as odd to see the calm
but ellgutly conscious air of superior
ity with which the every bodies, going
In or out. passed the poor nobodies assembled to watch the Casino entrance.
Just as the middle and lower class
people stand till tbey are ready to
drop only to see the queen drive Into

aces were

the park or leave Buckingham palace
dreadfully bored to open a bridge, so
these Americans jostle each other to
see their millionaires and especially
millionairesses going to enjoy themselves. Faucy if Londoners reduced
themselves to a state of collapse for

afflue It

them Chun the

along a glorious road called the CliiT
irlve, and the more charming colonial
oouses and delightful "cottages" 1 saw.

the more I felt that the regular palmistakes, with Newport for
α setting and the sea for a background.
I am glad that 1 didn't live at the
ti;ne when all the real castles of the
world were young and awkward. Perhaps they looked Just as crude as1
these at first, though if s hard to !m·'

the pleasure of seeing Mr. Belt take
off bis hat to Mrs. Wertheimer! But
the millionaires in America seem to be
like our aristocracy, only more importai):. for the uoninUllonalres take a
great deal more trouble to etare at
common

people do

«t us.

|

After the Casino there was always
tbe iK'arb. nnd the most delightful
thin·» hiipJH'UOil at the Iwncta. It was

Then we would
uever twice the same
luucb with some one or some one
would l-Jtub with u.j at the
Afterward there would lie a drive,
calls to make. pertni* two or three
wotderful "at homes" or coi.ceits,
with gre.it singers and entertainers
from Now York, twenty minute* rest
a, 1 th'-'ϋ a scramble to dress for dinto follow,
ucr. wit!» a "iWvr^v dance

Mooring.

aunt!enr theatricals.
Of ( '.-.ne. as I hnvc-u t been |>reyi't «ni doii't Unow anything
«ilike '« town,
n'unit wl-.-'t tin·
eili-eiit what Vie has told me. I cant

or

neiiied

«··(··». of tlit* tlirTcri'iift'S at first band,
Γ
:i Vic has told me a·lot. and I
L 'vc ! »· »r.! St:n rnd Lovcland talk,
iIdes o,e ceeass to know one's own
count :-y a:.d country people by instinct
without haν!ι:ί actually to see what
they do. and lui sure that even In the
smartest set at home they don't dream
of bothering their beads to think of
such original entertainments as in

.Λΐι.

America.

In England there are Just two ot
You give a
three kinds of parties
a
crush, which I» grand If you
big bouse, or you ask a few bright,
particular ones and enjoy yourself. Ot
lu tbe country you have β bouse party
and pick out tbe men because they
the women because
can shoot and
they are pretty, or else. If it's winte
have
vou hunt and you
But the Americans at Newport turn
up their noseB at that slow, old fasι
ioned kind of thlug. They lie awak·
nights (I'm sure they must) to think
of something so original that nobody
else can ever have bad anything the

baye

least like It before. It Is better, too,
have It very seuaatloual and startling. If y«u ttre lusted t0 a part'·
you never know a bit what It will be
like, whether you will dance In a
bain and eat your supper on horseback
out of decorated mangers, whetbe*
there will l»e captive balloons ft a
garden party, whether a Noah's aril
will bave been rigged up on a miniature lake or whether you will have a
pair of skates provided for you and
llnd yourself cutting figures on the Ice
in a gorgeously Illuminated skating
rink with the thermometer up to goodness knows how many degrees outside.
Of course, In a place where every,
to

body gets

nervous

prostration trying

to outdo everybody else in originality
Htid extravagance. It wouidu t be
Mrs. Kss Kay to let herself fal behind.
She Simply made up her mind that
lier big entertainment should be tne
affair of the season liefore she decided
what form It should take. She thought
Instead of sleeping for several nights

IkJ

ailll u-gan to wear the expression on
her face which 1 have In motor cars
when I think we are going to telescope with something twice our size,
and am trying to prepare for «ternit?
with a pleasant smile on my Hps·
ale

^hoa

scarcely anything, telephoned

good deal and took phenacetin in hot
milk. Then suddenly It catne to berI mean the Idea.

We were at lunch when she thought
of it, and luckily there were no visitor·
except Mrs. Pltchley and Carolyn,
Mohunsleigh and Tom Doremus. I
was had enough even with them. fo«
she half sprang up. then sat down
again, first going red. then going pMe.

and we all thought she was getting
But as soon as shu
t-»:idv to faint.
could speak she said, when we shrieked
I v·
.„
|U,;
-it's nothing-nothing.
l».; ; thought of something, that's all.
Afterward, when she aud Sally and
1 were alor.e together, she
Potter
■·
that nt !a"t she bad got the
inspiration for her big entertainment
it was two days after the violet tea,
so it was quite time she should get It,
she said, and she had been dreadfully
worried because the Invitations ought
The famous
tu go out almost at once.
pink ball at the Casino was for the
••3d. and she wanted to have her party
nl-iht before, so that everybody
would lie worn out, and the ball wou α
fall fiat.

"ie

uni

\»f*

vt·

κυι

uni

Villus

an

ligua

now." said Potter. "Why do you want
«ι queer the show?"
"I intend to show Mrs. Van der
Wliult what I can do." she answered.
"Suppose a lot of the people you
want refuse you. so tlint they can be

fre-h for the hall?" Sally suggested.
"They won't," said Mrs. Ess Kay,
••when they have seen what 1 shall say

the invitations."
Then she got up. went to her desk,
look out some engraved cards which
she had ready, all hut tilling in the
date, and wrote something in one cor"What do >ou think of that?"
ner.
sn

she asked Sally.
Sally took tir.» card, looked at it for
a minute, laughed and passed It on to
dip, while I'otter came ami stared over
my shoulder.
She had written across the card:
"Fancy i>r«·**. with Masks. a Visit
to the Ma.'e; and Alad lln's Cave."
will
l»ri':g
think that
"Do you
them?" she Inquired, with a trluuand mysterious air.
"I think it will," said Sally.
"You know your business, old girl,"
"They'll want to
remarked Potter.
know what It means, and they'll bo
bound to come and find out. What is

phant

your Idea, anyway?"
"I'll tell you another time," said
Mrs. Ess Kay. "I should like It to lm
be
a surprise for Betty, Just as It will
for the people outside. She'll enjoy It

more."
I didn't tease to know the secret,
though I was really curious, especially about Aladdin's cave, which seemed to promise eomethiug gorgeous.
The mystery was religiously kept, but
there was plenty of excitement In

■ending

out

[to

the invitations.
bk

continubd.]

A Surprise For the Thief.
Horr Hager. a rich and Influential
banker, frequently bad watches picked
At first he had refrom his pocket.
course to all kinds of safety chains;
then one morning he took no precaution whatever ntid quietly allowed
At ulght, on
himself to be robbed.
returning from his business, be took
up the evening paper; be uttered an
exclamation of delight. A watch bad
exploded In a man's hands. The victim's hands were shattered and the
left eye destroyed. The crafty banker had filled the watch case with dynamite, which exploded in the operation of winding.—London Telegraph.
A Difficult Task.
One of the greatest puzzles, said a
member of parliament, Is how to concede the most worthy and honorable
Intentions to an oppouent, how to profess an unswerving and unfading be-

bis uncompromising veracity
and bona fides and at the same time
to convey a distinct conviction tint he
Is an Impostor and a humbug of the
first water and an accomplished Ananias carrying a welter of thirteen stone
seven pounds In the mendacity handl-

lief Id

eup.—London Opinion.

Bethel.
Weet Perte.
There waa no preaching eervioe at the
Mr. Clueac· Κ. 8team· ha· boagl*
on ao*
half ol the 11 Terr stable outflt »nd bu.l- It. S. choroh Sunday morning
THE BOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL dcm which hM been owned and ran this oount of the atorm. The evening meet·
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
winter by Mr. Carlton P. Dunham and inga were held u oaoal.
Tuesday the W. C. T. U. held a meetMr. Stearn· and Mr. Dnnham bave e^
with Mr·.
tered Into partnership, wbteh date· ing at the M. S. paraonage
Pari· HUL
A service of aong, "The SavBanghart.
from Monday of tbi· week.
l!
ΗΙΙ, ρΜVint Baptist Church, Ββτ. β. W.
under the
be more oorrect to «ay that they ing of Daddy," will be given
tor
Preaching every Sunday at 10.45 A. ». would
of the onion Feb. 21at.
auaploea
own the bosineea aa it
Sunday School at
jointly
now| Mr. F. L. Ed ward a baa purchaaed of
at 7 :3b.
Prayer Meeting Thunday evening at existe, and they now have «even oreight
7.-90. Covenant Meeting
j J. M. Philbrook tbaghopa occupied by
All horsea, with the protpeot of addine
the let Sunday of the month alî SW P.*·
the
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited. more If bneineee
through the eummer Qilbert Tuell and F^î. Brown and
also intondto rent oconpied by Mr. Lowe.
season demands it
They
Miss MUdred Parlln of Sooth P^rUte
Scboola will cloae next Friday with
purchase more carriages. Mr. Steatns,
in the
the gueet of her eieter, Mr·. Albion W. who for several
grammar
years has given excel- Lincoln exerciaea
Andrew·.
lent satisfaction as mall carrier on route achool.
Λ
to
called
waa
«re
at
Mieeea Helen and Joeie Cole
Mrs. F. S. Chandler
No. 1, will be able to arrange his work
on aooount of the
home from Gorham Normal School.
to better advantage, as he will not be Sonth Paria Friday
Mra. F. P. ChanWilliam E. Atwood wae at home from
obliged to return to StearnsHiHat illness of ber daughter,
Bowdoin College Saturday and Sunday.
but will remain here at West Par e dler.
night
Mr. M. Cobnrn paaaed away Taeaday.
Mr. and Mr·. Erneet F. Shaw enter- all of the time. He ie boardlng ttn"
tained three tablée of the young people winter with his aunt, Mrs. Frank L. Funeral services were held at the home
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Job Pkutixo
Sew type, fast ρ re sees, electric
power, experienced workmen and low price·
combine to mal· 'his department of oar bualB '«e

complete and popular.

whist Saturday evening.
Miss Hattie A. Hooper, who hae been
with Mr. and Mr·. William Hooper, has
returned to Boston.
March 1.—Town Meeting.
Paris.
West
Pomona
Oxford
March
Grange,
The school will observe Lincoln Day
March 9.—Supreme Judicial Court, South Parts.
with appropriate exercises under the
direction of Miss Edna M. Luce.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Rev. G. W. F. Hill preached a very
able sermon at the Baptist church SunStock Taking.
The RaLny Day.
day moroing, taking as hie topic, A braFur Coat Sale.
ham Lincoln.
Poet
Cards.
Sale
of
Uargaln
The members of the Five Hundred
This Week.
Club were entertained by Mrs. John
Criminal Costs.
They Injure Children.
Pierce Wednesday evening, the occasion
Relieve* Stomach Misery.
being the celebration of Mrs. Pierce s
There Is a Lot.
birthdav.
Light refreshments were
Appointaient of Administrator.
Fidelity and Deposit Co.
served ind the evening enjoyed by all.
Legislative Notice.
The ladies of the Baptist church will
Notice of Bankruptcy.
hold their usual circle on Friday evenA Cash Sale Thursday.
Hat at Greatly Reduced Prices.
ing of this week. Supper will be served
promptly at six o'clock. Admission ten
the
Notes from
Legislature.
cents.
Supper free to all who contribute
A small fee will bo
to the tables.
The exercises will
A definite result was reached by the charged others.
have reference to the Lincoln Centennial.
of

Coming

at

Events.

Mra. Iaaao Morrill,
Willie. Mr. Dunham will act as sub- of hia daughter,
Rev. Mr. Barton
stitute on the mall route and together Tburaday afternoon.
Rev. Mr. Banghart.
Messrs. Stearns and Dunham will be officiated, aaaiated by
There will be a publie meeting in
able to handle their work to good adOdeon Hail Friday evening to celebrate
are
and
as
both
vantage,
of Lin·
accommodating will no doubt be pleas- the one hundredth anniveraary

P[eas»nt ,«d

coln'a birth.
ing to the pnbiic and successful.
H. B. Holden, who was formerly in
MIDDLE INTERVALE.
the livery stable, is working this winter
W. A. Bragg, repreaentlng the Grand
Union Tea Co., alao carrying a full line
of mumps still continues
of fancy groceriea, waa here the 4th. He
down
shut
been
have
and the schools
is punctual on hia route and alwaye
a. week or two on account of them.
and honeat. The writer reA little daughter arrived in the home obliging hia
membera
family, aiaters and brothera
of Mr. and Mrs. Hezeklah Parrar on Feb. as
pupils in earlier .veara in Errol, Ν. H.,
when teaching her flrat achool, and they

f°The epidemic

were all
good people and flrat-olaas
pupils. The tea man waa one of them.
Now aome are scattered, aome dead.
Oh, the change! But there are some
things that live. We alwaya remember a
kind word, a constant friend and a true

ITbi Iflril

Mlu Elizabeth

Pettengill

SS2?5,.,*e"'
degrees

Ml-A°"sh"|I
of

Hav· Originally Indicated
Wetness, Not Coldness.
record
the
aero
vu
below
24
There lu a prevailing impression that
here Thursday moraine.
in the word "winMr. aod Μη. Ο. X. Wait· visited their there la something
in Free- ter" that signifiée cold, and the seaEraeet
Mrs.
Gould,
daughter,
the idea
ion Is usually associated with
port last week.
Mr. Hathaway, the overseer of the of low temperature, but where the
town farm, bad a lively runaway Wedword originated there was little of
the
while
nesday, caused by the breaking of bill
winter as we understand it,
tbe
down
breeching, while oomlng
there was a great deal of moisture at
I
was
Mr.
Hathaway
from the station.
time the earth waa nearest to the
thrown out and the horse ran quite a I the
so that it Is not the temperature
butl
of
a
load
■un,
grain,
distance, spreading
has
but the atmospheric condition that
no aérions damage was done.
Roads are Improving somewhat since I given us the word.
the big storm of Saturday.
The word "winter," as we use It, la
Wilfard Conant of Hebron haa been found with but slight modifications in
week.
visiting at A. F. Warren's this
til the branches of the Aryan lanMrs. Arlington Damon returned from I
for the idea of wetness assoguages,
ac-1
the hospital In Lewiston Wednesday,
ciated with the season was given to it
nurse.
a
companied by
was divided.
Mrs. C. H. Prince has returned from I before the Aryan family
Waterville accompanied by Maater Evan I If we go to the root of the word we
! find "wad," with the signification of to
Shearman of Portland.
Mrs. Adalbert Parsons returned from
I
at
the Central Maine General Hospital
Lewiston Saturday muoh improved.
root to apply to all conditions of
The selectmen are busy with town !
moisture, and many words besides
reports these days.
of it, wet and
Rev. A. W. Pottle was in Portland and winter hare grown out
Westbrook this week, and waa ac-1 water being among them.
This root "wad" Is In the Sanskrit as
companied home by bis granddaughter,
Miss Jeanette Warren, of Westbrook.
water. Anglo-Saxon has "wae"udnn,"
The Progressive Club held a successful I ter," and In Latin we have "unda,"
whist party and dance at Nezinscot Hall
wave, from which we get our "InunFriday night. Whist was played from date."
eight to half past nine and dancing until I Our Danish and Swedish cousins
twelve. A good number were present
and a good time enjoyed. There will be changed the "w" into a "τ" and have
"vlnter." In Icelandic It Is "vetii·,"
another party, Thursday, the 18th.
has "win· I and the old high German

°'

society are arranging for the Ρ™?®"1®*
tion of the drama Bar Haven. Rehearsals have begun and it Is hoped to bav
the elav in about four weeks.
Fryeburg.
The last night of the singing
Feb. 5. included in 'a lot of books,
will be held Wednesday evening of this
scholar.
pamphlets, broadsides, maps and other
week, Feb. 10, at Dunham's Hall and the
The big enow atorm has called out literary property sold at auction in Boshear the
to
invited
are
caucus
evening
Tuesday
public
,
Republican
Old Sol is out ton on Wednesday was a copy of tbe
teams breaking roads.
invited.
The dramatic club from Bryant s
wbich considered the Sturgis law and All are cordially
ice and cold give way to poetic lCmo. volume entitled "The VilMembers of Paris Grange will present Pond played the drama, "Our Jim, to now, and the
allied measures. The decision was praclage," which was written by Enoch Lin"Old Acre Folk." at Acad- a good sized audience at Dunham "Hall his touch.
the
tically in accordance with the scheme emvdrama,
There ia considerable lumbering here coln when he resided here, and which
Hall. Wednesday evening, Feb. 1«. last Thursday evening. Those whoι atforprepared by the committee of the wae
1816 in Portland.
was published in
and people keep busy.
The play will be followed by a dance. tended were pleased with the play
mer caucus, tbe substance of what it
Charles Capen has recently bought Fryeburg village Ιβ-or was-the village
is as follows:
of
the
manCast
excellent
in
a
most
play
wan
follows:
as
determined to do being
presented
some bay of Ellen P. Kimball.
of which the volume treats, and which
A. L. Holme».
The Deacon. Caleb Rvans,
1. To pans a bill authorizing the governor to
Eva Farwell has closed another suc- gave the book its title. Copies of this
The
ιηι IVacon'» wife, Emraa El'za,
his
has
W.
L.
remove delinquent county attorneys and to apbegun
Raymond
M re. Kate Hammond.
the one
His cessful term of school here, where she book are now quite rare, and
point successors from the same party which The Deacon'* eon,
A. N. Calme. pastorate at the Baptist church.
Jaffray,
before with good success.
elected th·· delinquent official.
sold on Wednesday, though considerably
have been stored here has taught
The Deacon'· daughter, Mary
household
a
constitutional
goods
to
the
submit
To
2.
people
^
President Conwell'a sermon comes dilapidated as. to its covers,
will not begin housekeeping unamendment authorizing tne governor to remove
J. F. King. and he
Aaron Playfalr,
The
the publication of
every week to us from Philadelphia, sent
delinquent sheriffs and appoint their successors The Squire.
t
Llxbeth
squire',
daughter.
from the same political party.
Rose P. Hougbtaling, an OxThe Village" tbe author entered politi^^
T. White spent the most of by aieter
3 To repeal the Sturgis law, the repeal to
ford Co. girl. She aaya the Oxford cal life, and was successively a membor
The Squire'» housekeeper.
last week visiting her sister at South
take effect If the constitutional amendment Is
of Congress and governor of the state,
Democrat is a welcome gueet to her.
adopted but not otherwise.
1
The Country Boy, Ebene*er
being an Incumbent of the latter office at
tiatPt>.
"All Hancock County" was present at
W. C. T. U. met Thursday afterPond.
Bryant's
Shaw.
rrandts
the time of his death, Oct. 8,1829. He
David
Mrs.
the hearing of Wednesday afternoon on The Stranger, .lob Hardy,
week
with
last
of
noon
Albion Abbott
The Const ib'.e, Ike Johnson,
Mr. Hannibal Andrews, a native of belonged to a distinguished family, his
the bill which would exclude automoEmmons.
Bethel and for many years a reaident of I father, Levi Lincoln, and a brother,«also
biles from the towns which make up
Greenwood.
enccesslvely
Milton Plantation, passed away at the
Albany.
Mount Desert Island. The hearing last~ame oi
I.ast Friday, Wesley Ring went to West
home of Otie Estes Feb. 3, aged about lulling the office of governor of Massaof
ill
ed for four hours, before the judiciary Paris on
is
hemorrhage
very
a
Henry Rugg
the forenoon train, bought
S4 years. Mr. Audrews was a man well chusetts. On pages 75-79 of "The Vilcommittee, and was held in the senate
of the lungs.
cow and started for home soon after
known to the older people of Paris and lage" some sixty lines are devoted to a
chamber, which was packed all the after- noon, a distance of more than seven
Dr. Tibbetta was in town last week.
where for years he worked I severe and scathing philippic against inThis bill is asked for by numbers
noon.
were very sorry to hear of the Woodstock,
We
fact
will
the
recall
some
triles. Perhaps
that of a brick mason. He I temperance and Its resultant evils. Was
of the wealthy summer residents of Bar
of Mr. Melvin Coburn, at his trade,
it
snowed
on Jan. 29, and etill more death last week
that
was a member of Blazing Star Lodge, I this denunciation of the excessive use of
Harbor and the other towns on the
here about formerly of this town.
iu the afternoon.
Arriving
F. and A. M. Mrs. Andrews, who was I spirituous drinks and their train of evils
island, who desire to keep the roads free four o'clock, he
J. W. Cummings' family all had the
reported both he and
Calieta Hilborn of Paris, died some four Ian exemplification of the truth of the
for driving, and say tbe roads are not
colds.
bad
the cow about the same as played out, prevailing
old saying that it is easier to preach
adapted to autos. Not all the residents and proposed to stop and rest a while
Maud Beckler, who has been ill, is so years ago.
G. Hill, who was operated on than to practice? There is a tradition
Charles
are agreed upon the question, and there
be
out
as
to
again.
An hour
before proceeding farther.
last Saturday night fur appendicitis by that Governor Lincoln himself indulged
ie considerable opposition to the measMrs. 0. J. Cross is rather poorly.
later, having replenished the inner man
in the use of intoxicating
as
ure from Mount Desert, as well as from
been
who
has
Viola
visitiog Drs. Oakes and Bucknam, is reported I too freely
Dunham,
and animal in question, he started again
and this tradition makes tbe
drinks,
re- doing well.
automobile owners and people generally for home and was
several
for
weeks,'has
her
parents
so well pleased when
Mrs. Wm. H. Cole is very low, having foregoing query pertinent. Can any
through the state, who perceive danger
there that he telephoned the turned to her home.
Democrat tell whether
in been in a half conscious state for several reader of the
in the precedent which would be estab- getting
been
who
has
Mrs.
Ora
Saunders,
But the remarks he
news back to us.
thie tradition is baaed upon fact? At
days.
lished by such legislation. The comis
some
better.
some
for
time,
made about himself for doing such a job
Arthur F. Cushman left for Boston about the time when Governor Lincoln
mittee has not yet reported on the bill.
Charlie Dunham, who has been worl·
iu a driving enow storm it would be betlife he removed from
The tiret really extended debate of the
has returned Wednesday where be will pass several ®nte,!®d political
Allen
for
Cummings,
ing
to
not
ter perhaps
give away.
months studying music.
I Fryeburg to Paris, where he resided
session took place in tbe house Wednescontinue to happen and home.
Accidents
then removed to
A moving picture show is booked here several years, and
day, on the Pattangall order to request probably will to the end of time, if anyfor Feb. 24, to be given under the I Portland, which was bis place of resiLocke's Mills.
the Supreme Court for an opinion as to
This
when
is
to
be.
that
knows
bodv
of
his
death.
of Fraternal Lodge, K. of P.
! dence at the time
the constitutionality of the Bangor and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bartlettand Mrs. auRpices
time it is Frank Morgan. In falling a
The mumps have arrived at the aouth
Aroostook Kailroad rebate bill now bePomona
attended
Mabel
FarrinRton
tree it took a different turn from what
Norway Lake.
end of the town and the village people
fore the legislature. The result was the
he expected, prostrating him, and he Grange at Bryant's PondMast Tuesday. are
The sick and disabled seem to be imfor a big bunch of them in
looking
indefinite postponement of the order by
Uur
attended
of
our
Twenty
people
considers h raeelf fortunate in escaping
I proving.
the near future.
a vote of 79 to 55, the vote being nearly
with so l.ttle injury. He is now at the Jim" at Bryant Pond Jan. 29. Ail proOur dramatic club was at West Paris
Stephens, M. D., returned from
on party lines, most of the Republican*
first-class.
I
the
entertainment
nounced
and
Bennett place undergoing repairs,
and presented the I Boston, Jan. 29th.
was in Lewiston Thursday evening
voting for indefinite postponement, ani
Mrs.
James
Crooker
expects to resume work Friday.
We have been having a taste of an olddrama, "Our Jim," at Dunham's Hall.
roost of the Democrats against ft.
Losses will also occur. Herbert Ring Wednesday.
had a fair audience, though many I fashioned winter. The morning of Feb
A resolve has beeo introduced for the
and Lola Foster were at They
Helen
Bryant
the
of
horses
his
worked
day prespan
one mail carrier failed to appear at
appointment of a commission to serve vious, nothing abnormal apparently in Bryant Pond Thursday to attend the in- were kept away by the prevalence of the 11st
in that section. Their presenta- I the usual time and it was about half
without pay to investigate the judicial
stallation of officers of the Pythian Sis- mumps
in
harn
the
them.
to
of
either
Going
Ufter one o'clock, p. m., when be arrived.
system of the state, with a view to ex- the morning to fodder up, he found one ters. Refreshments were served, and a tion of the play here last Friday night
was all that could be desired.
Thursday morning, Feb. 4th, was the
They
pediting business in the courts. It ie of them had done his last work, and the good time enjoyed by all.
certainly rendered the play in a manner I coldest yet. It ranged from 20 to 30
well known that in tbe present condition
to do was to take
Hiram.
acceptable to the large audience present. I below zero.
of the Maine courts there is long delay only remaining thing
him away and give him a horse burial.
As our stage driver, Mr. Charles, was
before the final decision of a great man)
of
E.
Mr.
L.
Center,
Fryeburg
Clay
West Sumner.
Mr. Ring's actual loss was not great
Norw»y in ^e storm Jan.
cases, and it is for tbe purpose of learn
tbe
for
New
Homestead,
agent
Eugland
since "Old Chubby" was well stricken
I dOth, he discovered a small dog in a bole
Dr. Whitman was in town Monday.
ing tbe best method of enlarging tht in years and could not have stood the was in town Saturday.
Geo. Morrill is critically ill of the I where he could not get out. As the
courts to do away with this that the in
Mr Eli C. Wadswortb went to Cornish
wear of time and hard work much longer
snow was rapidly drifting around bim
followed by pneumonia.
veetigation is designed.
and Baldwin Monday, and to Brownfleld grippe,
rate.
at
any
Geo. Clark ie having a light run of the he would have perished If he had not
Mr. Pattangall's latest is a bill tc
with Tuesday on real estate business.
been
Swan
has
Adoniram
liviug
He is not yet able to be out.
abolish tbe bureau of industrial an*
I been helped ont.
On Thursday, Miss Lizzie M. Clemons grippe.
his son-in-law, Wesley Ring, ever since
Mrs. Helen Chandler has gone to East
labor statistics.
closed a very pleasant and successful
Cole
farm,
the
latter
the
bought
Harry
to
visit
friends
Sumner to
and expects
North Waterford.
Senator Reynolds of Kennebec lasl
Hill.
and has been showing signs of insanity term of school on Hiram
remain several days.
week introduced a bill which stipulate:
Miss Jessie Kimball is teaching in
Jan. 24 a baby girl came to the home
the way aloug. He has been in the
all
foi
was
the
coldest
trust
Thursday morning
that no saving» bank or
company
of Mr. and Mrs. Chadler Merrill.
habit of leaving home without inform- Gardiner.
in this part of the town, the
organized under the laws of the stat<
Mr. Alfred Goodwi» is working in the winter
Mrs. Lucinda Spears was on tbe sick
the folks where he was going, and if
14 below.
glass
registering
shall pay dividends or interest on de ing
list Sunday so a physician was called.
asked any questions some evasive Parsonafield.
they
the
Charles
has
taken
an*
Starbird
than
three
rate
a
at
place
the
higher
Mr. IsaacS. Lowell is removing to
posits
She is better at this writing.
In
answer would generally be given.
one-half per cent. There is provision
stand at Hiram village, of Cyrus Hazelton as cream gatherer on
Bad colds eeem to be the order of tbe
the summer time he often amused him- Geo. W. Clifford
the route in and near this village and
made in the bill that when the reserve
The
Stroul
him
of
here.
by
purchased
where
recently
day
the
self
hillside,
looking
upon
by
made hia first round Monday, Feb. 1st.
fund of a savings bank or the surplus ol
at Hiram.
Mrs. P. W. Saunders is at Portland for
he sees. or thinks he sees, scores of Farm Agency
The heavy snow atorm on Saturday
a trust company equals ten per cent ο
afflicted
is
Her son Hersey went with
Mr.
Parker
treatment.
severely
Joseph
and wonders why
followed by the fierce gale on Sunday her but returned
the deposits, the net profits shall be di spirits flitting about,
with rheumatism.
Tuesday night.
cannot see them the same as
others
the
R.
blocked
roads
and
the
as
extn
vided among the depositors
Mr. Albert F. Howard is working on s completely
Guy Bancroft's little girl, Velma,
uiiuseii.
P. D. carrier was unable to deliver hit visited him at Wallace Jones' a few
ill V lUCUtlO.
in
lumber
Sebago.
job
received
was
Recently, a post card
mail on by-roads Monday. A part ol
A resolve providing for an amendnien
days.
from Willie, youngest son of Mr. and
to the constitution which will changeth< j
Saturday's mail waa delayed on the
Byron.
Sumner Grover has been away looking
seca
small
Mrs.
Edgar Morgan, being
did
here
route
and
reach
not
date of the state election from Septera
regular
liai
eick
for cowb.
John Ε. Shaw has been on the
tion of what was formerly Bryant'e
Mondav.
until
ber to November was presented Wednes
tc
was
called
Dr. Twitchell
On account of bad roads the Lovell
Pond, but now known by the more dig- for a week.
Eliae Johnson was obliged to ehul
day by Senator Donig&n of Somerset.
could not get through Monday so
stage
Con- attend him. He is improving, we arc down bis mill
of
Lake
name
nitied
Christopher.
for went of water. Mr.
The judiciary committee has made !
to report.
the driver had to snowshoe it out. The
glad
nine
the
years,
boy's
only
age,
favorable report on the bill to create : sidering
John Hodsdon returned from King- Johnson made an unsuccessful attempt other stage made its trip and return
the writing is really tine.
atate board of charities and corrections
and George Thomas is oui to dig out the dam in the hope of get- after that.
our climate may well be said to field sick,
Yes,
this board to serve without pay. Thi:
seal ting a little more water. He left for hit
came in from the woods where he has been
be
one of extremes.
February
home in Strickland's Ferry Wednesday.
bill, if passed, would make quite
of
sickness.
account
on
iog,
East Bethel.
with a temperature six below, followed
Cbas. Silver, who has been running the
change in the administration of a num
of
th<
Austin
Dr.
W.
pastor
Taylor,
the
when
on
three zero mornings,
No school Monday, Feb. let, on acmill for Mr. Johnson, has gone to Lew<
ber of state institutions, as the stat< by
at Friendship, has recently
A.
Church
C.
thus
to
fifth
it
softened
giving
22,
up
count of the etorm.
iston.
ant
schools
reform
prison, jails,
Mrs. Whitman a good day for her auc- visited his brother, Dr. Stephen Taylor
Miss Blanche Bartlett is entertaining a
Eddie Bisbee, Clayton Lothrop and
hospitals would be placed directly ii tion.
Bernard Andrews, of Canton, has reto Lewiston Satur- friend from away.
charge of this board.
been in town looking after bit Harry Hazelton went
month
more and our chief magis- cently
One
Miss Sylvia Swan visited at Z. W.
day to see the sights in the city, intendMr. Stanley has introduced a bill t<
on the Whitney place
trate will step down and out, thus be- logging business
to return on the late train. The Bartlett's a few days last week.
ing
his
brothei
and
provide for ice fishiig in accordant c >ming a private
Bernard
Kennedy
citizen, while William
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bartlett took a
severe snow storm cut short their
with the general law of the state, ii
Phillips are hauling wood ures and sent them home at an pleas- walk on snowshoes last Sunday while
II. will step up and iu, thus taking his from
early
Spectacle, the Stanleys, Trafton and J
from the Whitney place to the railroad
others bad to stay indoors.
place—if.
oour.
Bird Ponds in Oxford County.
siding.
Among those who attended Pomona at
Two of the tax bills presented by thi
Arrangements are being made by the
The biggest storm and wind of the
Mrs. L. C. Bartlett,
tax commission have encountered quite
The item in the Democrat for Dec. season recently caused a blockade of the W. R. Corps to observe the Lincoln cen- Bryant's Pond were
tennial Friday, Feb. 17. Appropriate D. G. Foster, Mrs. G. £. Farrar and Mr.
vigorous opposition. One was the bil I 2nd relating to the departure of F. H. roads for two or three days recently.
exercises will be held in the Baptist and Mrs. Cbas. Barker.
to make the poll tax uniform at $SO * Maxtield for Connecticut was erroneousMr. Fritz Vail closed a very successchurch on the preceding Sunday.
East Sumner.
throughout the state. This was favor ly stated. Mr. Maxtield, while still reYour correspondent wishes to rectify ful term of school here Friday afternoon,
ably reported, but on its passage wai > raining hie farm in Greenwood, where
morning, the heat indioated an
Thursday
All enjoyed a treat of conerror in the list of officers elected by Feb. 5th.
hung up, and is now on the table. Th< he has resided for the past three years, 28 below zero. But that was nothing
the Oxford County Telephone Company fectionery, nuts, etc. In the evening a
bill to tax savings deposits in nationa I having had a liberal offer in the insurwith the state of the roads.
compared
On the very pleasing entertainment consisting
a
banks is opposed by the banks, and il ance business at Derby, Ct, has zone to
On Tuesday occurred a meeting of the at meeting held here recently.
and readwas declared at the hearing on the bil
that place for the winter, with the idea Cow Testing Association, which thougt board of directors read Orlando Irish in- of music, tableaux, dialogues
Thursday that if the legislature passe: 1 of locating there if conditions are as not largely attended was quite interest- stead of Frank Warren and Chaa. Dud- ings was presented for the benefit of the
name should appear on the finance "Dewey League" at Grange Hall to a
the bill imposing a tax of one-half ο favorable as would appear from correing. Leon S. Merrill, state dairy in- ley's
large audience. This was followed by a
one per cent on such deposits, then
spnndence he has had with officials of spector, was present and presented tome committee. We aim to be accurate.
W. E. Doble is rapidly secoverlng from social dance, with about forty couples
won't be a national bank left in Maine it the company.
Mrs. Maxfield, three valuable
on the dairy interests
thoughts
in the grand march, many coming from
ten years.
weeks after his departure, with her old- The next meeting will be held at Can- his recent illness.
Dot Heald is under the care of Dr. Bethel, Rumford, Hanover and Locke's
The two "bridge bills" now before thi ; est child, Violet, made Mr. Maxtield a ton on the first
in March.
Tuesday
Mills.
legislature, putting the maintenance ο visit at Derby and also renewed acquaintMrs. Amanda Ripley has gone to a Atvrood. She is suffering from an athighway bridges, or a portion of it, up ance with old friends she bad not seen hospital in Lewiston for treatment, we tack of jaundice.
News has been received of the death
Here and There.
on the state, had a tield day before thi
for years.
hear.
committee Thursday, and while thej
Several of our farmers have bad a loi of Mrs. Amasa R. Heald of Grinnell,
were vigorously supported, they wen
it Iowa. We quote the following from
The Kennebec Journal had a nodding
Clinton Cole, nearly 83 years of age, is of baled hay shipped to them. It
Our Church
almost as vigorously opposed. Portlam
Greeting, published at
His selling here for about $18 per ton.
sick witb heart trouble.
the other day, when it commented
quite
in
for Jan. 24th. "The spell
is particularly strong
Grinnell,
Iowa,
opposition.
the recent postmaster caucus at
brother Emery is with him at present.
church mourns the loss of an honored upon
One new town may result from thi; ,
>
North
Paris.
Paris as a novel method of selectis
at
work
for
Mrs.
Wallace
Celia Pike
member in the death of Mrs. Julia Pren- West
session of the legislature, the town ol
her
with
a
candidate
for West Point.
Whitman.
Winnie
is
staying
Abner Benson had a birthday party tiss (Howe) Heald last Thursday after- ing
Arundel, to be carved out of Kennebunk
grandparents during Celia's absence.
Jan. 28th, it being the occasion of hit noon, Jan. 21. Mrs. Heald was born
port. There are two sides to the mat
Merton, son of Mr. and Mrs. F. B. 89th birthday. About 26 persons were July 27th, 1843, in Paris Hill, Maine,
Seems as if there must be one unter, and considerable said on both sides
rebâti Edgerly, is quite sick at this writing.
was married to Amasa R.
Heald July popular feature about the bill introducThe Bangor and Aroostook
present.
sold her flock of
Cnrtis
Mrs.
Cynthia
the
church
Aid
of
M.
E.
The
Ladies'
fate
Thurs
measure met its anticipated
18th, 1861, and since 1867 has shared Id ed in the legislature last week to reto Quinby Perham of Woodstock, held a
grand millinery opening the even- the activities of the Chester and Grin- organize the National Guard of Maine.
day morning. The railroad committe< sheep
and her cows to D. P. Curtis, West
of Feb. 3. The ladies carried hate nell churches. For about twenty-five It reduces the rank and title of
the
house
that
the
bil
to
ing
reported
nearly if
Paris.
for the gentlemen to trim. Some of the years her membership has been with us, not
ought to be indefinitely postponed, anc I
quite every general officer, from the
Mrs. Lydia Pierce of Norway is at hats were trimmed
very artistically. where her zeal in Sunday School and adjutant-general down.
it was done. The report coming in thit
work at A. R. Allen's, B; y ant's Pond.
The tiret prize was awarded to Charles
work and her elmple, beautiform, in advance of a hearing, indicate]
Pearl Whitman froze his face quite Child. The booby to Master Elmer missionary
ful faith in her God have greatly endearthat the bill was withdrawn at the re
no
bad
but
with
Railroad tax rebates in Maine seem to
lasting
badly Mouday,
Dunham. After the bat trimming games ed her to this people." Mrs. Heald is
quest ci its promoters, a conditio! , effects.
be a dead issue, at least for a long time
A nice treat of ap- survived
were played by all.
a husband and eight chilwhich was foreshadowed by the remark ,
by
Will Yates was here Sunday, said he ples, corn balls and home-made candies
to come. The proposition to extend for
dren.
of Mr. Montgomery, who introduced thi ,
had nearly completed his job at Norway. was furnished. All appeared to enjoy
a term of ten years the ninety-five per
bill, when he spoke in the house ii
Emma Whitman is visiting friends in themselves, and we hope they will have
cent rebate of taxes to the Bangor and
Hebron.
Wednesday's debate. The house thei town.
Aroostook Railroad, conditioned upon
another one of their good times soon.
immediately passed the resolution intro
Ladles'
dinner
The
Circle
was
Tuesday
not
the
make
its building the Allagash branch, enThe R. F. D. carrier· did
duced by Mr. Davies on Wednesday, giv
well
attended.
as
of
roads
some
the
countered so much
from the
Monday,
Dick vale.
ing it aa the sense of the legislature tha journey
Dea. David Cummings, who has been
were not broken.
start that it was abandoned and withrebates of taxes to railroads are inex
The heavy storms of late have nearly quite siok, is gaining.
team
Richardson's
Chaa.
its
drawn by
breaking
promoters, and the bouse
Mr. W. A. Bartlett washable to resume
pedient. Only one member voted again* came
to the eastern part of the put a stop to all teaming, making the
has passed a resolution declaring such
this, it being passed by a vote of 1% I town through
his trips to South Paris Thursday of this
bad.
roads
very
rebates
Monday morning.
inequitable and unjust. While
to 1.
Mrs. E. Q. Child is ill with neuralgia. week.
this binds nobody for the future, It unA bill introduced by Senator Hamiltot
is
Bean
has
been
for
L.
K.
Mrs.
siok
D.
C.
Chenery
Bracy
quite
working
Denmark.
doubtedly voices the general sentiment
on Thursday, and said to be the "Fer
Her mother,
for a few day·.
Mrs. of the
Lovejoy.
Wilbur Kenison is hauling ice.
people of the state. The developnald bill," because prepared in accord
News was received yesterday of the Joseph Hibbs, is with her.
ment of Maine's resources by railroad
We received news that Cordelia Smith
ance with Governor Fernald's ideas, pro
suioide of A. B. Walker of Peru by
Hebron Grange are invited to West
building will now proceed by the pervides for the appointment of a watei in Bridgton, formerly of Denmark, has shooting on Feb. 4. Mr. Walker had Mi not Saturday, Feb. 6th.
haps slower but healthier method of
storage commission, composed of the had a shock.
been suffering with a mental trouble for
The Z. L. Packard W. R. C. will give
Vesta Jope spent the day with Jennie
according to the legitimate deHe was one of the lead- an entertainment Thursday evening, growth
governor, the state land agent, and t^re<
a year or two.
mands of business, without favors grantcitizens, one of whom shall be a civi I Small Thursday.
men of the town and the Grange be- Feb. 11th.
Admission 10 centa.
ing
ed
the
state.
by
Harry Small sold a new milch cow to fore
engineer. Only the engineer is to re
On Friday morning, Feb. 12tb, there
failing health prevented, and many
ceive any salary. The commission ii Gua Schupinsky this week.
will be exercises in the morning at the
a spiiited speech and to the point have I
W.
at
SanE.
Berry spent Thursday
authorized and directed to devise plant
On Wednesday of this week the votes
listened to from him.
academy in memory of Lincoln. The
for the progressive development of thi burn's camp.
D. W. Oldham is hauling hay from the Relief Corps are Invited to be present at will be counted by congress, and then we
is
vira
Al
Small
demonstrating Rogers* Ε. T. Abbott farm.
water powers of the atate under stati
shall know for certain who has been
the exercises.
elected president of the United States.
ownership, control and maintenance foi paste and silverware.
Ira B. Wing is cutting.pine for Bert
in
the public use and benefit, and for the
Davis.
Oxford.
Sumner.
com
The
crease of the public revenue.
SOLDIER BALKS DKATH PLOT.
Perley B. Child has gone to Livermore
Mrs. Ames of Buokfield is visiting at
Feb. 12th, Lincoln Day, will be obmission is to report to the next legisla
Falls to work.
It seemed to J. A. Stone, a civil war
Willis Ames'.
served by the schools with appropriate
ture immediately after it assembles.
Mrs. Arabine Abbott is working for veteran of Kemp, Tex., that a plot exThe finishing tonch to the Bangor and exercise·.
North
Stoneham.
between a desperate Inng trouble
isted
E.
of
Boston
is
sufferMiss H.
U. M. Beckler.
Hersey
Aroostook rebate bill was given in th<
George Morrill is sick with pneumonia. and the grave to cause bis death. "I
Beryl MoKeen came home from her
senate Friday, when it was indefinite!] ing from a broken arm, caused by a fall
school at Norway Friday, and owing to
C. F. Reed stopped a few days at H. contracted a stubborn cold," be writes,
with
th< on the ice.
in
concurrence
the storm and blow was not able to get A. Sturtevant's on account of the big "that developed a congh that stuck to
Henry Bowker is atili quite sick.
ise, without a word except the usual
back until Wednesday.
snow storm.
Leon Crockett is improving.
me, In spite of all remedies for years.
formula in auch cases.
Lewis MoAUister of North Lovell with
Herbert Denning has finished his work
Mrs. Harriet Abbott has gone to North My weight ran down to 180 pounds.
A large party of the legislators visited
Portland Friday on invitation of th< at the Hebron Sanatorium and is at his gasoline engine, is cutting wood for Abington, Mass., to visit her son, Cbas. Then I began to use Dr. King's New Disthe people of this place.
covery, wnioh restored my nealth comAbbott, and family;
Portland delegation, for the special pur home.
Zeno Fontaine is cutting his ice. He
The Congregationalist Ladies' Circle
Mr. and Mrs. Enoch Morrill are stop- pletely. I now weigh 178 pounds."
pose of seeing Portland's situation in the
For severe Colds, obstinate Cougbs,
ping at his father's, G. C. Morrill's.
matter of bridges, and the effect that the will meet Wednesday, Feb. 10, witb hauls it from Kezar Lake.
Mrs. C. S. Hayes.
Frances Benson visited Mrs. George Hemorrhages, Asthma, and to prevent
Jim Vance is staying at Wm. Gampassage of either of the "bridge bills"
Pneumonia It's unrivaled. 50o and $1.00.
There were no services at the Congre- mon's.
Spaulding a few daya laat week.
would have upon the city. The partj
Miles Adams is at home from his
Harry Tlbbetti and wife visited at Trial bottle free. Guaranteed by V. A.1·
attended the Jefferson Theatre in the gationalist church Sunday owing to the
Shurtlefi Λ Co.
South Parla laat weak.
work In Waterford.
severity of the weather.
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Ctponed

evening.

to

tar." and It is "winter" In German.
These four words are all from the
Teutonic base "Avnta," which means
wet. So It has been moisture that has
L-ocn indicated from the birth of the
root on which all of the different words
in a dor.cn languages have grown.—
New Vork Herald.
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THE WORD "WINTER."

ι

Bamford I

THE SUBTLE FEMALE
How

She Wheedle* and Bullies
Poor Man Creature.

the

As woaian gradually impressed upon
man (he futility of strutting around in
finery and the necessity of being practically useful his garb has become more
and more sober and workaday in apEthnologists' tell us that
pearance.

ORDIXABY CABTHABTICS AMD PILLS AMD
HÀBSH PHTflIC CAUSE DISTBESSIlfG

All Wool Underwear.

Too CM Dot be over-careful In the
selection of medicine for oblldren. Only

All Wool

the rerj gentlest bowel medlolne should
be given. Ordinary pill·, either tic·
end purgatives ere too apt to do more

ever

and other

All Wrappers.

antee Rexall Orderlies u the safest and
most dependable remedy for constipa-

make

Yours sincerely,

active principles of the best known intestinal regulator tonics.

a a & ι s. prince,

Rexall Orderlies

are extremely pleastake, are particularly prompt and
agreeable in action, may be taken at any
time, day or night; do not cause diarrhoea, nausea, griping, excessive looseness, or other undesirable effects. They

ant to

bave a very natural action upon the
glands and organs with which they come
in contact, act as a positive and regulative tonic upon the relax, dry muscular
coat of the bowel, remove irritation,
dryness and soreness, overcome weakness, and tone and strengthen the nerves
and muscles, and restore the bowels and
associate organs to more vigorous and

ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

FUR COAT SALE ! I

healthy activity.

Rexall Orderlies not only

cure constipation, but they remove the cause of
this ailment. They also overcome the
necessity of constantly taking laxatives
to keep the bowels in normal condition.
There is really no similar medicine so
good as Rexall Orderlies, especially for

Down Go the Prices and the

children, aged and delicate persons.
They are prepared in tablet form and in
two sizes of packages; 12 tablets, 10c.,
and 36 tablets, 25c. F. A. Sburtleff &
Co., South Paris, Maine.

Goods Walk Out.

Tumble out would perhaps be a
The prices we have
better word.
made will literally coax these coats
out the door in the arms of satisfied
customers.

Lot of Unneces-

Eye Trouble

sary

We allow

in tbia world.

ourselves to become ner-

vous

Weeds

and fretful.

Dollars never did nobler work
than now, the pent-up energy of 100
cents works wonders with this merchandise.

of care overrun the garden
of the beart when tbey

should

never

be allowed

to take root.

A Great Deal of the
Present Eye Trouble
is caused by people selecting Glasses for them·
selves that are
for tbelr

unsuited

Best,

thorough

after

Take time to-morrow to see for
yourself, take no man's word, not
even your neighbor's, when he tells
you of the wonderful bargains, but
come, see for yourself, it's an object
lesson in dollar saving.

Eyes.

Supply the

We

examin-

ations and tests.

S. RICHARDS,

LEGISLATIVE NOTICES.
Inland Flaherlea and Game.
The Committee on Inland Fisheries and Gam<
will give a Public bearing In Its room (office ο
Fish and Game Commissioners) at the Stat<
House In Angusta,

Representatives, State House,
Feb. 10. at 2 P. M.
petition of the Maine 8portemen'i

▲t Hall of

No. 19,

Wednesday,

on

We Still Have a Good Line
of Men's Walk Over Shoes

State Land* and State Bead·.
Tbe Committee on State Lands and Stat
Roads will give a Public hearing In Its room a
the SUte House In Augueta,

Interior Water·.
The Committee on Interior Waters will give
Public hearing in Its room at tbe 8tate House li

Information Wanted.
Augusta,
Benlmm—Before we were marWednesday, Feb. 17,.1909, at 2 o'clock, P. M.
ried you said that life would be one
Benham—Well,
grand, sweet song.
what of It? Mrs. Benham—I'd like to
storage basin on the Magailowav River at o:
know where you do your singing.— I noar tbe head of Azlscohos Falls in Lincolt
Plantation in the County of Oxford for the pur
Sew York Press.
I pose of maintaining a more constant flow ο
water In the Magalloway and Androscoggli
Rivers for use for power and manufacturinf
An Added Attraction.
I1 purposes.
FRED H. BARTLETT, Secretary.
"Ah. Elsie, It Is flue to be married

Mfs.

The Other Course.
Solicitor—And I am sure you will
find, madam, that this Is the best
course to adopt In the event of your
friendly letter falling to produce the
effect we desire.
Client—Yea, I aee,
Mr. Jones.
If I cannot get what I
want by fair meana, I muet put the
matter unreservedly Into your banda.
•-Punch.
If thou contlnuest to take delight In
Idle nrjrumentatlon thou mayest be
qualified to combat with the sophists,
but never know how to love with men.
—Socrates.
NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby give· notice that be
hu been duly appointed administrator with
the will annexed or the estate of
KILBO^ PERH AM, late of Woodstock,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directe. All persons having
demands against the eetate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
Jan. 1Mb, 1908.
GEOEGE W. Q. PERHAM.

Save

Salaries and Fees.
Tne Committee on Salaries and Fees will givi
[ a Public bearing in its room at the State Housi
in

Augusta,

Tuesday, Feb. 9,1909, at 4 o'clock, P. M.
No. 7, on an Act to amend chapter 117 of th<
Public Laws of 1903, relating to compensation ol
county commissioners, ana pertaining to th<
salary of county commissioners for the count)
of Oxford, fixing same at $500 per year and
actual expenses.
D. M. LIBBY, Secretary.

Deposit Co,
Fidelity and
BALTinORE,
flD.

ASSETS

DEC. 81,1908.

of Md.

Cash in Office and Bank,
Agents' Balances
Interest and Rents,
All other Aaaets,

$ 757,000 0(
106,700 0(
4,418,589 «
550,301 oc
223,423 09
2,944 0J
108,6 il 73

Gross Assets
Deduct Items not admitted

$6,166,648 «7
43,327 27

Real Estate
Collateral Loans

Stocks and Bonds

Admitted Assets,
16,122,921 70
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1908.
Net Unpaid Losses
$ 627,126 88
Unearned Premiums
911,63415
AU other Liabilities
83,145 95
2 000,000 00
Caah Capital,
2,501,064 72
Surplus over ail Liabilities,
Total Liabilities and Surplus,
«6,122,921 70
M. F. BARTLETT, General Ageot,
Waterville, Maine.
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Money at tHe

BARGAIN SALE OF POST CARDS
Week of Feb. 8th.
We have

COTTAGE

a

most

interesting exhibit of cards collected
sale—open evenings.

for this

STUDIO,

CASTORIANdiWiinciién

rum ÏMÎinÂllWiwH

NORWAY,
?

MAINE.

C/m&rM&Z*

which

we

for

$3.00 ;

Fitzu

$3.50

kind for $2.00 ; and

a

kind

small

The $3.50 grade for $2.50 ; Evangeline $3.00 kind for
$2.00; and a lot of Patent Leather and Gun Metal

Pumps $2.50 grade

for

We Also Have Some

$1.50.

Special

Trades in Suit Cases.

N. SWETT SHOE CO.,

Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.
Telophono 110*8·

Φ 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 '3 3 3 3 3 3 fc

THE RAINY DAY

at 2 P. M.
Tuesday, Feb. 16,1909.
Resolve for repair* ο
On Resolve No. 55.
Magalloway Plantation an<
] Highway In Upton,
I Township C, in Oxford County.

thereto."

heavy soles,

line of Patent Leather Fitzu

$4.00 grade

$2.50 Iroquois $3.00
;

a

LOT OF WOMEN'S SOROSIS

Heavy Loads."

On Wednesday, Feb. 10,1909, at two o'clock ii
the afternoon, on the "Resolve In favor of tb<
enlargement of tbe 8tate House, or the erectloi
of a suitable state office building adjactn

lined and
and

for

On Tuesday, Feb. 9,1909, at S o'clock,
No- 90, on bill entitled "An Act to Improve tin
Pub lc Highways of Maine by Berulatlog thi
Width of Tires upon Wagons Made for Carrylnj

Public Building· and Uroud·.
Tbe Committee on Public Buildings an<
Grounds will give a Public bearing in Represent
atlves' Hall at tbe State House In Augusta,

$5.00 kind, calf
selling for $4.00 ;

The
are

and Walk Over

;E.
!

to nn officer—such a beautiful ^uniform
and so many decorations!"
"Yes, and, besides that, he'll have a
band at his fuueral."—Wahre Jacob.

I

Leber,

Telephone 106-3.

statement with a story of humorous Fish and Game Association for an Increase·
Appropriation for the operation of the flst
turn.
hatcheries and feeding stations and for the pro
mistress
old
tectlon
of flsh, with accompanying resolve.
its
and
A certain cottage
I
At their room (office of Ilsh and Game Com
had improved so greatly In comfort
mlssloners) State House,
and appearance that a visitor shrewdWednesday, Feb. 17,2 P. M.
No. 14, on an Act creating an open time oi
ly surmised that the son of the bouse,
and
black
squirrels.
a lazy ne'er do well, had turned over gray
On petition of Η. M. Stone and others, rest
dents of OtlsHeM and vldnlty, asking tha
a new leaf. He inquired about it
Moose and Saturday ponds be closed to Ice flsh
"Yes, sir, my son's in work now," ing for 5 years.
"Takes
mother.
old
Petition of W. E. Sargent and others ο
said the smiling
Hebron and
asking for regulations upoi
good money, he docs, too. All he has flfthlog In thevicinity
tributaries to Marshall pond, Ox
to do Is to go twice a day to the circus ford County.
and put his head in the lion's mouth.
Wednesday, Feb. 24. ί P. M.
No. 9, on petitions of L. E. Bowley and 2. ι
Tlie rest of the time he has to himfor change In law on dehlnif !i
others,
asking
>»
ool#
South Bog, to-called, Range ley Lake and li I
Kangeley Stream and on petition of Hon. W. Ρ
Frye and 55 others asking for a change In tbi
Not Infectioua.
law on Ashing in Kennebago Stream.
1 used to be very much afraid that
Wednesday, March 3rd, 2 P. M.
On petition of C. L. Parker and others ο
my children while playlug with others
ami vicinity asking for a law to preven
Brooklln
some
to
would be exposed
coutaglous the
hunting of deer with horns or bells or other
I
diseuse, aud they were coustantly on wise.
On Rill, an Act to regulate the taking of flsl
the lookout for trouble of this kind.
from Lower Kezar pond, In Fryeburg, Oxfort
Oue day little Louise, aged four, County.
On Bill, an Act to regulate the length of trou
came rushiug lu from the street where
that may be taken In lakes and ponds at nln<
she had beeu playing with a crowd of [ Inches.
HARRY M. BIOELOW, Secy.
In a very excited manner
children.
she burst out, "Well, mother, two of

How Pik· Kill Porch..
From careful observation I am satisfied that pike kill their prey before
swallowlug them, and they do this by
holding whatever fish they have secured crossways in their powerful
jaws for some time before bolting It.
I once watched a pike hold a perch iu
this way for twenty minutes, and then
he moved oft out of sight, but from
Ave to ten minutes is the usual time.—
W. H. Armistead iu "Trout Waters.
Management and Angling."

-urn

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

31 Market

6 Pleasant St., South Pari·, Me.

the altar.—New Orleans Times-Democrat.

Del loua tor.

F. PLUMMER,

J.

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,

wrong woman, that great opportunist,
Is always waiting there to block his
headlong flight and switch it toward

for New Goods

room

best qualities of the soothing, laxative,
strengthening and healing remedial

a

to

constantly arriving.

now

Rexall Orderlies contain an entirely
ingredient which Is odorless, tasteless and colorless. It embraces all the
new

In fact, when one reflects how man
has been stripped of gauds and wheedled out of his fllpperies one by one,
one cannot help feeling a tender pity
for this victim of feminine self aggrandizement.
Poor, timid trembler! A
vague, general fear of the female sex
haunts him. Afraid of being married
against his will, he is circumvented by
some subtle female creature who makes
him think that it is his will to marry
her. An observer remarks that a man
very often in running away from the
right woman runs straight into the
And the
arms of the wrong woman.

the Meyers children have something,
but sister says' she don't think we'll
catch it, though."
"Well, what is It, darling?" I asked.
"It's the pigeon toes," she replied.—

closing prices

Marked at

tion and associate bowel disorders. We
have snob absolute faith in the supreme
virtues of this remedy that we sell it on
our guarantee of money back In every
instance where it fails to give entire
satisfaction, and we arge all in need of
such medicine to try it at our risk.

There is

Hosiery.

All Wool Gloves.

They canse griping,
distressing after-effects
that are frequently health destroying
and a life-lasting annoyanoe.
We personally, recommend and guarthan'good.

nausea

the decorations of primitive man were
intended to fascinate feminine eyes,
but woman presently began to make
it clear that she was not hunting for
"a line, showy article," but something
solid and plain and useful, warranted
to stand wear and tear. As for the ornamental role, she was going to represent the family herself in that line.

An Easy Job.
Indifference displayed In the face of
the uncertainties and dangers of life is
characteristic of the Wessex dwellers
In the "Islands of the Vale," according
to Eleanor G. Hayden, the author of
the book of the title, who supports her

#

COMPLAINTS.

barm

Week!

This

Childrw.

It is

eure

later, it

to

not make a
can

ο

JJ
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II
I Si

Hi

|jl
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I

è

come to

you

or

sooner

everybody. Why
shelter for yourself Ρ You

comes to

do it.

Open

a

check account with

us

and

zee

how easy it is to

save your money,
and then you will have something to
fall back on when that RAINY DAY
comes.

Come in and interview us,

make

us

your shelter.

PARIS TRUST CO.,
South Paris, Maine.
Market

Square,

Pythian Block.

^CC'CCC'C'C'C'CC'C€'C,C'C'C'C'CC'^C'C'C,C6'

SPECIAL SALE

Hatchet

Brand

CANNED GOODS.

Strictly First duality at the
Price of Medium Quality.
10 pér cent, discount on
en lot.
Assorted to suit.
See Our Window

one

doz-

Display.

N. Dayton Bolster & Co.,
es MARBJBDT

SOUTH

PARI·,

SQUAZUD,

MAINS.
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fl cm α crat

meet wlth Mi» *7*1·
Monday evening.
Adjourned meeting of the Citizen·'
Telephone Co. thia Monday evening.
The Baptist Ladien' Aid meet· at the
parsonage Tuesday afternoon for work.
Buck this

SOUTHPAEIS.
SOCTH PAU» POST OF VIC 8.
7 30 A. M. to 7 30 P.M.

office Hour*

Rev. J. H. Little of the Univerealiat
church exchanged pulpit· on Sunday
with Rev. Merrill C. Wardof the Norway church.

OEAMD TICICI *AILWAT.

Commencing September 27, 1908,
TRAIN» LKAVK SOUTH PAU»
Going Ί» we Ieast)—5 38 A. ■„ dally ; 9:50
jal:v except Sunday ; 4 33 P. *., dally.
Going up ;we*t:—9:30 A. M. lallv; 3:26
jally except Sunday; 8:47 P. l*.. dally.

Mrs. Belle Jonee, nee Corbett, who has
been in Tezaa for some year·, ia with
her relatives here, and expect· to remain
at least until fall.

A.
P.

ll..

CHCBCHKS.

There will be work in Hamlin Temple
Tuesday night. Membera of the degree
stan are reqaeated to be
present at

Klrst Congregational Church, Rev. A. T. McWhorter, Pastor. Preaching service, 10:43 a. a.;
«unlay School 1143 A.*.; T. P. 3. C. Ε. 6Λ0
Evening service 7.Ό0 P. 5*.; Church
p. m.;
grayer meeting Wednesday evening at 7 Jo p. *.
\ :i, not otherwise connected, are cordially In

quarter of

vlus).

Metho-Ust Church, Rev. T. S. Kewlev, Pastor.
>a Sunday, m >rnlng prayermeetlng 10rOO A. x. :
Sabbath School
reaching service 10:43 a.
..· v
Kpworth I..:tgue Meeting 6 00 p. Jt.;
jiraver meeting Wednesday evening 7:30; class
χι*ting Friday venlng 7 30.
Church, Rev. J. Wallace Chesbro,
Pastor. On Sundav, preaching service 10:43 a.
Y. P. S. C. E.,6:13 P.
«., Sabbath Schoof 12
evensi
prayer meeting7ΛΙΡ.Μ.;
Seats free.
All arc
ing prayer service 7:30.
welcome.
I'nlversallst Church, Rev J. H, Little, Pastor.
Preaching service every Sunday at 10:43 a. m
Sundav School at 12 M. Junior Union at 3:30
v. ». Y. P. C. U. at 7 P. *.
<

Baptist

Wednesday

seven

for rehearsal.

H. W. Dennison has purchased of N.
D. Bolster a house lot on Park Street
next Mr. Dennison's residence, and will
build a house on it dpring the coming
season.

winter day,
Sunday
and Monday is another, even if they do
tell us that a storm with another cold
wave behind it is on its way from the
Rocky Mountains, headed straight for
New England.
was a

beautiful

A Million
FOREIGNERS

Robins Annually.

KILL

THAT

NUMBER

Mal·· Newt Net·*.

NORWAY.
OF

OCR FEATHERED FRIENDS.

Congregational Church, Err. B. S
Rtdeout, Pastor
Preaching service Sunday
10do A. M.; Sabbath School, 13.Ό0 M.; T. P. 8.
C. E., Sunday Krealng, β:30 P. M.; Social MM
lng, 7:00 P.M.; regular weekly Prayer Meeting!
Second

Many good people were horrified when
they read the statement published in the

preas a year ago that a million robin·
were killed each year by the southern
people. Nevertheless I have no doubt
that within recent years a million robins
have been killed annually in the north
by our foreign-born population and their
children. A few figures may be needed
to convince the reader. The people of
eastern and southern Europe are largely
bird killers; they shoot, trap and net
birds to eat, or for millinery purposes.
Game officers in this country frequently
find Italians, Qreeks and Slavs with
large bags of small birds. A party of
Greeks who had lined up to drive the
woods of a New Hampshire town were
taken in the act. Such people go out in
gangs aod use all sorts of means to
evade the officers.
Robins, meadow

lark», cuckoos, thrushes, bluebirds,
swallows, sparrows and ail kinds of

Miaa Géraldine Farrar is to be tbe a tar
of tbe Maine Muaic Festival thla year, in
her native state.

Tbe atorm of a week ago la aaid to
bavé been 'the worat one along tbe ooaat
Tuesday evening.
Universalis Church, Be?. 8. Θ. Davis, aince tbe Portland went down in 1898.
Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday M10*
According to the report·, there ia a
▲. M. Sabbath School, Ιί.ΌΟ; T. P.C.D. meeting, 7:00 P.M.
prospect that Old Town will bave
good
Methodist Church, Rev. C. Λ. Brooks. Pastor. an
$800,000 cotton mill plant before long.
Sabbath

School,
Preaching service, 10 ao A. M.;
12Λ0 M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7.Ό0 P.M.,
nrayer meeting, Tuesday evening; class meeting
Κ ρ worth League, 8unday
Friday evening.
evening, 6 .-00 P. M.
Bapti·»: Church, Eev. E. 8. Cotton, Pastor.
Preaching service. 10:30 A. M.; Sabbith School,
12Λ0Μ.; Prayer Meeting, Sunday evening 7 P.
M., Wednesday evening, 7 Λ0.

Β

Is There Any Reason Why, You
Should Not Have the New
Suit or Overcoat—NOW?

Gllmore's
State Treaaurer
report
on all our WINTER CLOTHING
We have been changing our
ahowa that on Jan. lat tbe atate debt was
1608,000, with a cash balance in tbe so that now if low prices are any inducement to you there is no reason
treasury of $668,634.
we cannot sell you at once.
The 18th and 19tb of March bave been
determined aa the datea of the dedicaa
STATU) MEETINGS.
tion of tbe new Kora Temple of tbe
F. A A. M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge,
Sbrine
at
Lewiaton.
Myatic
No. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on or
before full moon. Oxford Boyal A ret Chapter,
There la a aoapicion that PresidentNo. 29, assembles Wednesday Evening, on or
tbe Vanderbilt
$2.00 to $6.00 on a Suit or Overcoat.
before full moon. Oxford Council, B. « 8. M., elect Taft haa engaged
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge, cottage at Bar Harbor for tbe anmmer.
to $1.00 on a Pair or Trousers.
40c.
No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after It ia
only a aoapicion aa yet.
full moon.
ioc. to 15c. on each Piece of Underwear.
I. O. O. F.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting
Ex-Governor Cobb ia one of the men
In Odd Fellows' Half, every Tuesday Evening.
who are working to have Charlea W.
Wlldey Encampment, No. 21, meets In Odd
Fellows' Hail, second and fourth Friday Even- Morse admitted to bail pending the apInge of cach month. Mt. Hope Bebekah Lodge, peal which ia now in tbe United States
No. 58, meets on first and third Friday of each
court.
month.
K. of Ρ
Regular meeting In Hathaway Block
are
Fred Beals of Bowdoinham was killed
ever* Thursdav Evening. U. B., A. O. Noyes
D vision, No. 12, mtets third Friday of each in tbe Mooaehead region Thursday while
month. Lake Assembly, No. 33, P. S., second
attempting to save a fellow workman
uid fourth Friday evenings of each month.
a pile of logs.
P. of H.—Norwav Grange meets second and from being struck down by
fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall. He waa about thirty-five yeara of age.
G. A. B.—Harry Bust Post, No. 54, meets In
Governor Fernald stated laat week
Now G. A. B. Hall on the first Tuesday Evening
afearh month.
that he and hie staff would not attend
W. B.C.—Meets In New G. A. B. Hall, Monthe inauguration of Preaident Taft. He
day evening.
Ν. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets In said, "It will cost $3000 for all the staff
the
first
and
third
WedNew G. A.B. Hall, on
to make the trip, and I do not believe
Norway
Soutli Parle
sea·lay evenings of each month.
that it can be afforded at tbe present
Ο. υ. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council,
No. 10, meets at G. A. B. Hall every Tuesday time."

prices

why

Our Reduced Prices Make
Saving to You of

Fur Coats at

small birds are taken. Some of these
people work quietly with nets, snares
and bird lime. The Metropolitan Police
arrested two Italians near Boston several
years ago with a bag full of birds taken
with bird-lime. A game warden within
ten miles of Boston found that a gang
of contract laborers practically cleared
the woods of all birds in a section of his
town, leaving the earth about their
camps strewn with feathers. Tlieir
chief game bird, the robin, now has a
market value of sixty cents a dozen.
Within a few miles of the capitol building of one New England state six "Polackere,*' armed with pistols and small svenlng.
U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets
guns loaded with fine shot sat under the
of each
wild cherry trees one Saturday after- lecond and fourth Wednesday evenings

TAKING

|== STOCK

BLUE STORE8.

Brings to the front lots of remnants and
odd pieces of goods we want to close.
Many of these are going at one-half
price.

COATS AND SUITS
at ridiculous
Watch for
will

prices.

"ad" next week and you
it, if you take advantage.

our

profit by

Big Reductions.

Reefers, Ulsters, Work Goats

Youths'

cut.

The Y. P. C. U. of the Universalist
church has accepted an invitation to a
STATES MEtTlNOS.
banquet to be given by the Norway Y.
Regular '*· C. U. at Concert Qall, Thursday evenr A A. M.—Pari Lodge, No. »4.
Members will leave
meeting Tueeday evening on or before full noon. ing of this week.
I.OO. r.—Mount Mica Lodge, regular meet- South Paris on the 6:15 car.
wee*.—Aurora
of
each
evenlni
ings, Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Walter L. Gray gave a
Encampment, lirat and third Monday evenings
of each month.
whist party at their home Friday evenD. of R.—Mount Ple^san- Kebekah Lodge, No.
30, meets second and fourth Fridays or each ing. at which seven tables were filled,
montn In Odd Kellowe'Hall.
and the evening was pleasantly passed.
G. A. R.—W. K. Kimball Post, No. 14S, meets A buffet lunch
of dainty refreshments
flr t and third Saturday evenings of each
i
was served in the dining room.
month, In G. A. R. Hall.
One of laat week'a legislative billa
Wm. K. Kimball Circle, Ladles of the G. A.
of
One
of
the
most
attractive
window
and
third
first
evenings
Saturday
which attracts attention ia to create the
R., meets
month
each month. In Grand Armi Hall.
in
is
at
the
store
of
John
town
of Pubplays
uoon and early Sunday morning aod
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247, office of "State Commissioner
S. 0f v.—Joshua L. Chamberlain Camp meets
and is made up of valentines in I shot robin*. The next
...
the beads of n?ets second and fourth Thursday evenings of licity," or aa be might more popularly
fin-t and third Tuesday evenings of ea«h month.1 Pierce,
day
...
P. of H.—Paris Grange, from May 1 to «Jet. 1, water colors, the work of Miss Mary A. I 103 robins
be known, State Advertiaing Agent, it
where the sarh month
were counted
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 2, meet» In Byer.
Saturday; during the Pierce. There are a number of very I
cl ets first and third
the
atate
to
advertise
hie
them
business
dressed
women had plucked and
von hall, every Thursday evening, September to being
dnder of the year, meetï every Saturday, In
re
"cute" designs, and all are exceedingly I for the
«range Hall.
pot. These things are done May, flret and third Thursday evenings, May to and its advantages.
I
V. O. «. C.—Second an l fourth Mondays of well done.
and
frequently. Immigrants September.
regularly
Early enough in the year to
Peter Malone waa killed in a junk
ea<'h month.
The coldest morning Thursday, Feb.
About thirty-five of the adult member» from northwestern Europe are uot as a
N. E. O. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181,
in Portland Saturday afternoon.
shop
•ne ts second and fourth Wednesday evening' of the Merhodist Sunday School, includ-1 rule of the bird-killing class, but a great
give the purchaser lots of wear
1th, from 18 to 34 degrees below.
He waa operating a pair of heavy aheara
Also a Complete Line of
ot ach month.
It is reported that some of the young used to break
ed in the Bereans and the Careful
part of our immigration now comes from
up old metal into scrap
Κ. of P.—Hamlin Lodge,No, 31. meets every
We've marked
this season.
Taking people who attend services at the M. E. for aale, when he waa caught in the gear,
ers, were entertained by Rev. and Mrs. southern and eastern Europe.
fr 'ay evening at Pythian HalL
T. X. Kewley at the parsonage Tuesday foreign-born persons as a whole, it is , :hurch are having some difficulty in ex- which is
and
operated by electricity,
down our winter suits, overMrs. W. B. Stirckland visited in An- evening, and a very social and pleasant I safe to assume from our knowledge of plaining their restlessness in meeting.
drawn in.
Death was apparently in! bunting statistics that three per cent
b :rn a few days last week.
Tne banquet at the regular monthly stantaneous.
evening was enjoyed.
The
kill birds, and it is within bounds to say , neeting of R. A. Chapter, No. 29, was j
coats, ulsters and furs.
J. Arthur Colley has been with friends
Advertised letters in South Paris post that each bird killer will
C. H. Mitchell, yard foreman of the
fifty
destroy
veil attended Wednesday evening.
a
few
I
for
Portland
in
days.
office Feb. S, 1909:
balance of our winter stock at
birds per year. We need not reckon the
The electric car people have ex· International Paper Co. at Livermore
i
Mrs. Lucius Turple.
Dumber of birds destroyed by their chil- ] >erienced some trouble in keeping the Falls, was struck by a boxcar and killed
Mrs. F. S. Chandler of Bethel ia with
I
Mia·
Beaeie
Cox.
Phillips
Jren or by our native men and boys. I ] ine open to the head of Main Street, while walking on the Maine Central
her daughter. Mrs. F. P. Chandler, who
prices below the actual won h
Mis» Flora M. Key nul le.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
Μΐββ Marie Abbott.
bave known a native boy to kill fifty ] l'or Rome days after the big storm the Railroad track at that place Tuesday..
MARKET SQUARE,
is ill.
I
Mr Melvln C. Fox, (3).
of the clothes. We have noth( are found it convenient to end the trip He was a veteran of the Civil War, 05
1 small birds in a day with a shot gun.
Κ. II. Hale.
Walter L. Gray and John J. Ktneley
of age, and is survived by a widow
The censns of 1900 enumerated 8,921,- ( pposite the Beal'e House.
!
years
S.
Chapel.
were in Augusta a few days during the
in stock but what is of
270 foreign-born persons in the more,
The February term of the Norway I and several adult children.
S. F. Davis, Postmaster.
past week.
northern and eastern states. Three pet ] lunicipal Court was held at Judge
Goods that we
The Maine Daily Newspapers' Asso"A Box of Monkeys," the farce
;ent of this number would be 267,367 j ones1 office on Tuesday of last week,
.Iks Wilma Morrill of Westbrook was
ciation met at Augusta Wednesday, and
tented as the entertainment at the Good I roreign born bird hunters and trappers
L -e last week to attend the clerks' ball,
'he docket shows a few new entries.
All are
J. Norman Towle of the Bangor News
can
guarantee.
-beer supper last Tuesday evening, is
η the north, without taking account of
à .-uest at W. J. Wheeler's.
Oxford Lodge, No. 18, F. and A.
The Maine Press
was elected president.
as one of the best of the short I hose in the states of Nevada,«Idaho and „ ttbe stated communication Friday
eported
the
entertains
Wheeler
N;ns S. M.
Association also met at Augusta Wed ο en
this season's make and the lat(ntertainnients of the winter.
If each of these people
Qg worked tbe Master Mason's Degree,
>·· :ή·ι Club this
Monday evening, when vere also two or three selections of vocal Washington.
and Thursday. Arnold H. Jones of
till* but fifty birds each year we have
was enjoyed by a large attend- day
banquet
Field.
will
be
ti e t 'pio studied
Eugene
was reThe suits include
est models.
nusic. There was a good audience,
13,381,850 birds killed in the northern nce following the work. This meeting tbe Rockland Courier-Gazette
mil eastern states. It is certainly with-1 ras the regular past masters1 meeting elected president. Vigorous resolutions
>.imudl M. King, who has had a troub- vithKtanding other attractions and
the enactment into
a lot of different cuts and styles
10 per cent. otV on all
WINTER
Tactions on the same evening.
I shall
le λ ith hie heart fur some time, has gone
j η bounds to say that one million of ; :>r the winter. All tbe offices were were passed opposing
of the present regula;hese would be their favorite robins.
Dr. King's Hospital in Portland for
lied by past masters of the lodge as law by congress
I have some
BLANKETS to reduce my stock.
The Oxford County Fruit Growers'!!
in various shades of brown,
tions of the post office department in
Hie number of immigrants is constantly allows:
treatment.
Vssociatiou will hold a meeting in Paris I
reference to extension of credit to subtrades in good wool street blankets.
and the number of birds
In
as W. M.
1879
ncreasing,
Master
M.
Wor.
C.
Smith,
great
selectman Charles W. Bowker waa in
ίratine Hall, Feb. 24rh at 10 A. M. Prof. tilled
scribers. The annual excursion of the
Many styles in the
S. G. Hatch, Master In 1864 as S.'W.
gray, etc.
by them would continue to in- Wor.
Gardiner aud Augusta Thursday on busi- £. F. Hitching*!, State Entomologist, I
Rt. Wor. H. D. Smith, Master In 1869 as J. W. association will be made to Portland or
tense were not our people beginuing to
In
as
Trees.
Master
1876
with
a
Freeland
I'
Wo-.
Howe,
in connection
vill lecture. Paris Grange will furnish
| Old Orchard and vicinity. Wednesday
ness f»r the town
overcoats ; all worthy of your
the remedy in the shape of a high
Wor. E. F. Hlckne'l Master In 1891 as Sec.
linnerat noon for twenty cents*. The II ipply
pauper case.
evening the members of the association
icense law for the alien hunter and its { Wor. Irving Frost, Blaster In 1889 as Chap.
There was never
ecture is free to all, and it is hoped that I
S.
D.
In
18S8
as
attention.
Rt. Wor. G. W. Holmes, Master
attended a reception given them and the
and necessary statute the
Miss Kendrick, assistant in the high
91 Main flit.· Norway. Maine.
: lupplemental
Wor. G. A. Cole, Master In 1882 as J. D.
here will be a large attendance.
members of the legislature and state
<
icense for the resident hunter. Within
has been out of school with the
In
1896
as
S.
S.
Master
F.
Wor. C.
Rldlon,
to pur»ne interested iu fruit growing
a better
officials by Ex-Governor and Mrs. John
and Miss S. L.
few years all the northern states will ; Wor. V. W. Hills, Master In 1892 as J. S.
10 il
tu imps for a few days,
Ben Marquis
•TATE OF MAINE.
•ear his lecture.
Wor. E. F. Smith. Master In 1893 as Mar.
F. Hill at their beautiful home on State
10 74
Cornell!» Sullivan
lave such laws upon their statute books, j
unds has been takiug her place in the
Wor R. F. Bradbury, Master In 1895 as Org.
Couwtt or Oxford.
0 VI
chase good,
Ostlno Paparato
clothing
ind then and not until then shall we be j Wor. H. F. Andrews. M a-ter In 1897 as Tyler. Street.
ΑΊ roads will lead to the
school.
COUNTT TBEABU RER'S OFFICE,
BEFORE RUMFORD
FALLS MUNICIPAL COURT,
Wor. F. N. Barker, Master In 1901 as 1st R.
ional vestry Thursday evening, Feb. l· kble to check this slaughter of the inSouth P&rle, Maine, Jan. 23, 1909.
atthan now and here.
Arthur E. Forbes of the Democrat
JAMKS B. STEVENSON, KKCOKDKK.
Copyright ι<,υ·ί iy
Wor. H. R. Farris, Master In 1905 as 2d R.
REVOLTS AT COLD STEEL.
4th. At 0:4ô the ladies will serve an 11 locents.
The following Hst containing the aggregate
Wor. A. J. Stearns, Master lu 1903 as 3d R.
Marx
tended a portion of the sessions of the
< 1881
Hart Schartncr
In each criminal caee u Stute ve. Joseph Watson,
is the!
Edward Howe Forbush,
xtellent
Following
said three doctors amount of costs allowed
Rt. Wor. L. M. Smith, Master In 1893 as F. C.
supper.
"Your
1»
1"
John
Thatcher
only
hope,"
Judicial
last
at
the
bv
Maine Press Association
Augusta
Supreme
and allowed
audited
F.
In
1900
as
C.
Maetet
L
Rartlett.
AssociaH.
National
Wor.
few
j
15
03
aenu:
England Agent,
l'atsy l'apascxlero,
to Mrs. M. E. Fisher, Detroit, Mich., suf- Court and specifying the court or magistrate
Our Men's $10 Suits and Overcoats are now $ 7.50
week, and was re-elected to the reeponWor. Geo. Hazen, Master In 1902 as F. C.
11 63
Ren Marquis,
tne caee
tion of Audubon Societies.
Brown Bread. I
*e»ns,
fering from severe rectal trouble "lies in that allowed the same andInbefore whom with the
* ble position of vice-president of that
10 41
Edward H. I'eters
!
of the members of
compliance
A
le
Pickles.
large
company
published
originated
*
an operation." "then I used Dr. King's
Our Men's $12 Suits and Overcoats are now $to.oo
11 04
Kennedy ami Heafey
Hot Rolls. |
of Soctlon 18 of Chapter 137 of the
«■a I loped Oysters.
The Clerks' Annual Ball.
organization.
he New England Order of protection New Life
16 18
and Slddall
she writes, "till wholly provisions
Lemon I'les. I
of the State of Maine.
Pills,"
Kennedy
Statutes
Cream Pie», Custard Pies.
Revised
Suits and Overcoats are now $12.00
1172
Our Men's
Joseph Paradis,
! As brilliant an affair as any of the isited at the home of Mr. and Mrs. RoeJ. F. McArdle was arrested for inCake,
Tarts,
Doughnuts.
Appendicitis,
BEFORE SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT,
I 34
I ] >rilliant line of its predecessors was the Fell Frost, Frost Hill, Friday evening, cured." They prevent
Joseph Paradis
Coffee.
toxication Friday, and on Saturday in
25c at F.
1908.
cure Constipation, Headache.
14 81
MARCH TERM,
Daniel Sargent,
Our Men's $18 Suits and Overcoats are now $14.00
9 31
the Sorway Municipal Court received a Lfter supper you will want to remain innual ball of the Clerk' Association at îutertainment with dancing, cards, etc., | A. Shurtleff & Co.'s drug store.
$1,547 99
Joseph Watson
State vs. Wallace O. Everett
even11 47
δ 10
Joseph Watson
sentence of ninety days in jail, beginmd meet Jerusha Dow who has kindly I «iorwav given at the Opera House last ras of much pleasure during the
James McGee,
Our Men's $20 Suits and Overcoats are now $14.00
10 46
Joe Gilbert
23 83
Gtllagher and Dearborn
undented to exhibit to us her
ruesday evening. The decorations were in;. Most excellent refreshments were
ning it just three weeks from the ex10 45
Joe Telbmert
14 06
WASHINGTON ONCE GAVE UP
Watson
Mrs.
The
erved.
Joseph
of
PortI
E.
Brown
presented
company
i
of
Elmer
25
η
entertainment
10 67
dbum.
charge
Martin M. Moy
12 62
Supper and
I· ration of his last sentence.
Daniel Sargent
1119
6 10
Ben Marquis,
pretty gold ring as a souve- to three doctors; was kept in bed for
ents.
Ben Marquis,
Supper 15 cents; entertainment and, a professional decorator, who did frost a very
9 05
Rev. J. W. Chesbro went to Β >ston
Ben Marquis,.....
3 00
five weeks. Blood poison from a spioccasion.
Laroche
of
the
iir
color
and
The
of
work.
Dube
in
elaborate
0.
piece
16 03
Reuben Ualley
13 06
Isaac Bern'teln,
der's bite caused large, deep sores to covG. Spear of Dexter, state
Saturday to attend the Chapman evanStanley
scheme was red, white and blue, which
8
34
G.
Wlllard
7 10
Pratt,
Martin M. Moy
The Abraham Lincoln Centenary will 11
celistic meetings, will return some day
15 VI
tent of the Young People's Christian er his leg. The doctors failed, then
Pearl Cole
M 62
:
vas well worked out.
W arren Cook,
15
14
this week. Hie pulpit at the Baptist >e observed at New Hall, South Parie,
Albert
Martin
8
60
Chas. Kennedy,
Nearly one hundred couples were in Jnion, gave the young people of the Uni- "Bucklen's Arnica Salve completely
16 54
Mike Gustaitls
22 02
was
burch
Ostlno Paparato
supplied on Sunday by >n the evening of the 12th of February I he march, and the scene was an attract- j ersalist church a very interesting talk cured me," writes John Washington of
31
10
BEFORE NORWAT MUNICIPAL COURT,
John Antonio,
A cordial invitation is I !
it 7:30 o'clock.
D. L. Joslin of Norway.
18 20
ve one, with the varied gowns of the
iunday evening:. Although the storm Bosquoville, Tex. For eczema, boils,
ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,
James Thatcher,
WILLIAM F. JONES, JUDGE.
■xrended to all, especially to teachers 11 adies
it's supreme. 25c at F.
6 60
Gilbert and Yelbmert
contrasting with the dark attire of oade it very difficult to attend the house burns and piles
Stanley M. Wheeler came home from ind their pupils. Anyone having
13 Λβ State τβ. Fred C. Lorlng
♦ 15 1"
and
Lavorgna,
&
store.
Gentile
A.
Shurtleff
Co.'s
filled.
well
ras
drug
be gentlemen. Spectators filled the
23 60
8 78
Ebenezer Brngdon
the University of Maine about a week
Josephine and Hattle Wilson,.
>ook of war songs please leave with I
10 84
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The Reo Company have orders now size smaller by »prlnk'lng Allen Leather
year», 15 cent·. Alf seats reserved.
Shoes,
Just the thing for Patent
them.
151
L.
Ο
WALTEB
BAY,
Joseph Dougay
Paris.
for 0000 oars. Almost their entire out- and for breaking In New Shoes. Sold Every
Ticket· on sale at Shurtleff's drag store
117 •tOHUMOO«|hsa4hMl«lM|·
Beferee la Bankruptcy.
t
Hugh McKlnnon
where, Xo.
put for 1909 la already sold.
Feb. IS, at 9 o'olook a. m.
_

j

die-1

and Children's

HELP US CLEAN UP STOCK.

Mark Down Sale

H AΤS

at

Qlean-1
I
I

Greatly

of Men's

Reduced Prices.

Hosiery.
Miss S. M. Wheeler,

Underwear

and

j

I

|

pre-1

Ιi

Now is*the Time to Buy
Blanket Cheap.

M.,|

even-1

j

a

Horse

ing

good quality.
fully

give

|!

JAMES N. FAVOR, &s°sF8TTHoERf,UCKEP

Every-1

should!

opportunity
stylish

|j

Congrega-1

$15

|i

family!'
11
I,

Fur and Fur Lined Coats at Cost.

presi-1

Η. B. FOSTER,

|

I

a|

VRSsSfgSSS:

iVhat Makes a Bank Strong?

J

M5S5:

Capital,

|

ΒΓβΛ»

,Sal"r'

Dur

Q-etf^^^

j| iy

IRWKE Oecar'
BrroawnU?(·
Zpany

ι

I

^

depositors'

faithfully

ΓΗΕ NORWAY NATIONAL BANK

nent;

"rto'Soita wSiriotd .Ug.a»'·1·";»;

"SoCK.

I

I

Sf.p.rJd,

of

...

MISERY
RELIEVES
ALMOST IMMEDIATELY.

Bert's Corn Cure

eltt'LltoWutomM

Does the Work.

Coming"

Λ,«

fessas
}y Tn

Snts;

j
j tJU"<0

t'Ba®hel°r'?

W«HU|

l

doP*^ment

The

OxfonFPomona

Money

.............

Only

hSmân

......

S3 artiste tzX
SSÔÔr ^A'ïtfS
™ora|ioo|it

...........

.....

PARIS,

■nPP'?'^r"

..............

T^sr.r^woï
on*packIng

..Uncommercial

Jf

II.^famtt.'

KS ÏÏS-Ï mjucj.
£57.
Κ»

*J

Sïdëwmltoi &οΡι·. "™»Î™SK

CATARRH, ASTHMA,
Coughs
guaranteed by

DRUG GLEBES

quickest possible

Thursday

yourself

quality

goods

gallons

peck

MmKWHMIAR

agent·.

A Cash Sale

Penley & Plummer's

Ml"M*.'^Newton."

Saturday,

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.,

....

........

J^tr

MTû

tough,

...

ssSflrtri:
^TrT^s-sfeffi·

*tm

Norway, Maine.

Γ1Ι-0-ΝΑ

srimss. as

GJr,\

Capital, Surplus and Profits

....

>rRVv decent

tempera-1

1S72,

$96,500.00,

S ! .heK

!

possible

depositor
by

Wednesday

;;?d»..U.V'.b.op.ra

ob^

ΠΑΙιΝΕ.

NORWAY,

|l

S53RiKS««-«■"»'SSS>«.

Clothing

LADIES' and CHILDREN'S

I

not-1
dial,

Norway, Maine.

F. H. NOYES CO.

I

There]I

Clothing at Real Bargains.

Opp. Grand Trunk Depot, -South

6# Moidthe thin Ice

in a
Of sickness by keeping stomach, liver, bowels and blood
true
the
of
dose
occasional
An
state of good health.
'L. F," Atwood's Bitter· is all you need. They
strengthen the weakened organs and tone up
the whole system to a condition of perfect
^
health. Relieve constipation when all else
fails. 35 cents a bottle at your dealer's.

^

The Franklin Fire Insurance |
Company of Philadelphia.

Ιο ihe Horse and Dairy Men!

Estate
handling] Real
Mortage Lou·,
Loan·.

have the facilities for

I

ASSETS DEC.

Collateral

GRAIN

than any other mill in town.
Call and get my prices and convince

they have stood
surpassed.

and cannot be

I have

that is odd
the

price

Be

Hay

the test

weight,

so

am

low to cut it ofl.

sure

before

j

prices

and get ray

buying.

on

A. C. Maxim,
j

j

τ,
Mills,
Two
«·,,

Λ

South Paria.
Weet Paris

A

15 veirs expert Watchmaker with Bigelow,
Kennard & Co , Boston.

A Irt+le out of the way
but it pays 4o walk.
CLOCKS

AND JEWELRY.

With Dr.

Pannenter, Norway, Maiue.

GOODYEAR

Glove Rubbers
AND

—

If there are still any sufferers from Rheumatism In this country or wherever this paper
reaches, that have not yet tried the wonderful
to
RhcumaUc Reined?. Urlc-O, we want them
We firmly believe
try It now at our expense.
th.-tt there Is not a <-a«e of Rheumatism In the

world that will not yield to the wonderful effects
I'rlc-O, and we want to prove U to every
to
doubter beyond all possibility. The best way
to
do this Is to give a large bottle of thle lemedy
and try It to his
every sufferer an<l 1» t him test
satisfaction. If you nuffer from Rheumatism,
of
uo matter what form, just cut this notice out
the paper and send It, together with your name
and address, also the name of your Druggist, to
Syracuse,
the Smith Drug Co., 220 Smith Bklg
Ν. Υ and they wl'l send you by return mall an
order on your Druggist for a 73e. bottle free.
We ask as a special request, that you purchase
of Uva-I.ax Pill· when receiving
a 23c.

package

the free bottle, as the pills greatly assist Urlc-O.
Use them together and be convinced of their
great merit.
We know from experience that personal rec
commendation Is the most valuable advertising,
and that ts the way we Intend to acquaint the

Urlc-O,

no

matter

personally

Company.

A

—

Home for Sale.
On

street

going

from South Paris

Norway, nearly opposite fair
ground buildings. A good chance to

Rubbers made.

to

few boarders. Well watered,
electric passes the door. Stable, hen
take

Frothingham,
Paris.

South.

Send for

It Is sold by druggists all ever
«here you live.
this country at 73c. and $1.00 per bottle, and we
Urlc-O la sold
want you to have a bottle free.
recommended by f. A. Shurtleff
and

Best Wearing

W. 0.

to All

75-Cent Bottle Given Free
Who Apply.

world with Uric O.

Fitting

Best

UR1C-0 FREE I

of

All Work
Guaranteed.

WATCHES.

361 3661>2

$2,701,3791
Total Liabilities and Surplus,
WM. J. WHEELER A CO.. Agent»,
Maine.
South
Parle,
4-ti

TO TEST

LORD,

OEMS.

13,643 13

400,000 00

ALL RHEUMATICS'
INVITED TODAY

making

POLEïSHONEF^TAR
Cold»!
Prevent· Pneumonia

a

houses and

a

large garden

good bearing apple
trade to desirable
house or write for

trees.

parties.

with

some

A good
Call &t

particulars.

MRS. C. C. DEARBORN,
South Paris, Maine.
3tf

The A. C.
A well established business.
Jones Machine and Plumbing Business, situated
Main Street, South Paris, Maine.

on

THE SHOP, LOT, MACHINERY, TOOLS, STOCK, AND
ENTIRE EQUIPMENT.

Pipe, Fittings,
A good stock of Machine Screws, Bolts, Nuts, Etc.
and
Power
Electric
City Water.
Light.
and
Valves
Plumbing Supplies.
order and doing a good business in general repairing of I
All in
running

machine work and

Address,

plumbing.

W. S. Jones, Executor of A. C. Jones Estate.

ALMOST
AS

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

is a metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost as
good as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
it to your door three times every week.

GOOD

brings

It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may oe kept in close toucb
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, but you can secure it with
The Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper,

AS
A

DAILY

NEWS-

M Fjiik On fur for 12.25.

PAPER.

to Th' 0lIord

bring

you

a

Pianos

free

sample copy.

Urgans.

^

Large Stock of New Pianos and

Organs.

Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
Second hand pianos from $125 to $175.
to buy for New Year's present.
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $35, $35. Stools, Chairs and
Here is
other musical merchandise. Write for catalog of playerpianos.
λ

good

trade in musical instruments.

W. J. Wheeler,
Billings Blook.,

•util Parle,

alFÎABE

Keep

When in want of

anything

In

MHVD!

in our lines give as a call.

WK CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,

sorub them with
soap
the
endure
or a little pumice and
the
run
to
than
mortification
temporary
risk of permanently injuring them. Likewise, if the stick is pressed into their
ba&e and under the flesh it will cause a
soft place in the growing portion of the
nail and in time an unsightly scar will
appear on the part above the moon,
which should be kept delicately pink, as
is the heart of a white rose.
To keep the nails any longer than the
tips is a mistake, as they are then
finger
No. 384.—Word Chains.
liable to break or to crack. Neither is it
[Words of six letters. The first syl- a good plan to sharply point them. They
lable of the ttrst word forms the first would better be gradually curved to follow the natural shape of the finger tips.
of the next, and so ou.]
This may be accomplished by running
1.
the sandpaper chip over them once or
The niuiw of an English poet; to al- twice after each hand
washing. It will
who
one
the
for
hand;
low; a cover
be found that the practice will do away
rents; capers.
with the necessity of using scissors,
II.
which in the hands of an amateur maniNot rare·; a day of the week; city In curist and even of one supposed to be an
expert, often work more evil than good,
Ohio; an orj;an of the body: visitors.
as there is always a temptation to shape
III.
the tips of the nails with them. This
Covering for the hands; pure; ability; habit will soon render them tough and
the whole.
brittle, rather thaif thin and flexible.
Nor should bits of semi-detached cuticle
No. 385.—Charade·.
be clipped, for that will thicken the flesh
I.
at the top of the fingers.
My first Is stretched along the shore,
The chamois rag used regularly will
Where youngsters run or sprawl.
the nails quite as satisfactorily as
polish
While, oddly patterned, you may view
manicure powders, and by inducthe
My last In room or hall.
ing circulation will bring the blood to
The carpenter oft through the day
the finger tips. That wili cause them to
My s&ndeil side will wear away.
nails
grow prettily and deliclously color
II.
that are maintained in the correct state
My first. I'm sure, will never be out.
of tissue-paper transparency.—Ex.
Though my third In my second may run
about.
Recipes.
And my fourth has done beyond a doubt.
My whole of complaisance Is full plain,
And a sentence clear it will remain
SARDINE OMELET.
As you speak it over and yet again.
—Youth's Companion.
Skin and bone six eardines; melt a
very little butter in a clean frying pan
and fry them lightly for one minute.
No. 386.—-Vegetable Extract·.
an omelet and cook it in the
1. Extract a great actor from a plant Prepare
ordinary way, and wbeu sufficiently Bet
2.
Exrain.
of
result
the
and leave
to be folded over, lay the fish neatly in
tract a vase froui a vegetable and leave the center, season with pepper and salt,
3. Extract everything from fold over and serve immediately. Scatter
an end.
a flower and leave to cut grass. 4. Ex- a few bits of finely chopped parsley over
tract a floor covering from a fruit and
leave also. δ. Extract a bark from a
fruit and leave a tree. 6. Extract a
small insect from an herb and leave
simple. 7. Extract aloft from a plant
8. Extract raced
and leave a cord.
from a fruit and leave short speech. 0.
Extract the edge from a flower and

leave ordinary language. 10. Extract
exists from a flower and leave a period
of time.
No. 387.—Hidden Proverb Puzzle.
A well known proverb Is hidden in
Each senthe following senteuces.
tence contains but one word of the
proverb, and Λρ words appear in their

2. Add 50 to a
marine product
young child aud make a scene of uolse
and confusion. 3. Add 50 to a fruit
and make a Jewel. 4. Add 50 to the
ancient capital of Navarre and make a
man's name. 5. Add 50 to a mist and
make a nut. 6. Add 50 to a common
dog and make a spiral. 7. Add 50 to a
part of the body and make a nobleman.
a

Who Can Tell?

We are airy little creatures.
All have different forma and features.
One of us In glass Is set.
Another you will And in Jet;
A third, less bright, is set In tin,
A fourth a shining box within,
And the fifth, if you pursue.
It will never fly from you.

Answer.—Vowels.

Key to the Puzzler.
No. 877—A Riddle: The letter "I."
No. 378.—Riddles: 1. Seat (country
seat; seat In congress). 2. Frame.
No. 870.—Division Puzzle: The problem requires some nice figuring, but
the answer Is that Tom gets two full
bottles, three half full and two empty
ones; Dick gets the same, and Harry
gets three full ones, one half full and
three empty ones. Thus each receives
Reven bottles, containing three and a
half bottles of snrsapurillu.
No. "80—Charade: Apple-latch-eyecoal-ah— Apalachlcola.
No. 3S1.—A Crowned Head: A tooth.

Jeweler, 1060 VirC. R. Kluger,
ginia Avenue, Indianapolis, Ind., writes:
"I was so weak from kidney trouble that
I could hardly walk a hundred feet
Pour bottles of Foley's Kidney Remedy
cleared my complexion, cured my backache and the irregularities disappeared,
and I can now attend to business every
the

after the doctors and other remedies
had failed." F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
"Do yon think that most

days worship money?"

people nowa-

won't go as far as that,"
"No;
answered the home-grown philosopher,
"but I will say that the love of money
is seldom platonic."
I

Beer drinkers and others who snffer
with Bright's Disase, Diabetes, Back
Ache, or any Kidney or Bladder Trouble
can be cnred if they will take Bloodlne
Blood and Kidney Tablets. 50 cents a

side."

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

Don't

Laxative cures constipation and liver trouble and makes the
try imitations.
bowels healthy and regular. Orino is
The kind that lasts.
make to order.
Screen Doors and Window Screens—We
superior to pills and tablets as it does
in.
screened
veranda
Have
io
stock.
jour
not gripe or nauseate. Why take anyRegular sise· of doors
thing else? F. ▲. Shurtleff Λ Co.
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, Ac.
them.
see
have a few first class wheelbarrows. Call and

Boofing—'The best of all

roofings.

patiently

the omelet and put
the dish.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

tike

Gir®®Kal Hog.

us

He calla out tbe name of tbc one
lnfenile to cbaae and runa after
Im. Another player runs across be·

,1g.

β

Tig and fugitive, and tbcu Tlf
after this cross player until anther player runs across between
hem nnd tbe second fugitive, and ao
n.
Each time a player crosses beween Tig and the player he Is followana

how much more winter there will
As far back as modern history
and
foes there have been superstitions
legends attached to the second day of
February. One of the old traditions la
lee

be."

that on Feb.

2,

ag li'j leaves that chase nnd pursues
he player w ho has crossed. When be
la
aptures or "tags" the player he
basing that player becomes Tig, and
he game begins «pain. This game la
mown In unci near London as "cross

known as Candlemas

day, exactly at the hour of noon the
grouud hog creeps out of his winter
burrow. lie looks around him, and, If
the sun Is shining enough for him to
eee even the faint shadow of himself,
back he pope into his hole to sleep six
week.s longer, because he perceives
there will yet be that much winter
weather. On the other hand, if Mr.
Ground Hog looks all about him and
sees only cloudy sky and gloomy weather, then he concludes winter Is over
sufficiently for him to emerge from bis
den, and tie stays outdoors.
Of course the meaning Is that if
warm weather comes too early in the
season we may expect cold weather
later in the spring, because apparently
we are to get Just so much winter any-

to grin at tbe mess you've
out to be for the sake of tbe

yarn, aud call it poet's license. I worried for three chapters for fear vou'd

ouch."

>

8urpris·.

An Unpleasant

some

over

told

as
to

night.

"In tbe morning old Goliath comes
out in front of tbe Philistines and dares
the Israelites to fight bim. 'Who's that
big stiff making all tbe big talk out

there?" says Dave.

that's the head cheese, tbe big
noise,' says his brothers.
"
'Why don't some one soak bim
one?' says Dave.
"
'We've all got cold feet,' says tbe
Israelites.
·'
'You fellows make me tired,' save
Dave, and be pikes out to tbe brook,
gets four pebbles in bis shepherd's sack,
slams one at Goliath and soaks bim in
tbe coco between tbe lamps. Goliath
to tbe mat, takes the count, and
lave pokes him in the slats, chops off
his block, and tbe whole Philistine gang

"Why,

an

utes.

Foley's Orino

Famnl· Brew·, formerly of Mason,

HILLS,
Optician.

Jeweler and Graduete

|r.fm»*r

_J

Spot—Xo. Jacky,

.Mr.

really don't

1

! enow what sort of plants those arc In
1 he next j.aidei:; they lrx>k like rndHlies. Let's go over and see.

LowesiPricesiflOMCouiilv.
NORWAY, MAINE.

that we

haven't much

longer

\\

—

SALAD.

A pfominent lawyer of Vicksburg,
Take equal parts of English walnuts, Mass., who, after two months of widowor blanched almonds, and tender celery hood, took unto himself another spouse,
cut into small pieces. Mix together. was very indignant when he read in one
Select some firm round beets all the same of the local papers the following notice
size and boil until tender; skin and of his marriage:
"The wedding was very quiet, owing
scoop out the inside until nothing but a
red ehell remains. Fill these shells with to a recent bereavement in the bridea
and
the celery and nuts
generous groom's family."
put
spoonful of mayonnaise on each. Make
ealad
the
on
leaves
a bed of lettuce
Only a little cold in the head may be
plates and put a filled beet in the center. the beginning of an obstinate case of
Nasâl Catarrh. Drive out the invader
THE FAMOUS WALDORF SALAD.
with Ely's Cream Balm applied straight
of
fine,
Two cupfuis
celery chopped
to the inflamed stuffed up sir-passages.
the grated rind of one orange and one Price 50o. If
you prefer to oke an
cupful of apples cut in dice. Take six atomizer, ask for Liquid Cream Balm.
fine red apples and scoop out the inside, It has ail the
good qualities of the solid
making little cups for the salad. Mix form of this remedy and will rid you of
the above with the following mayonnaise: catarrh or
bay fever. No cocaine to
One very cold egg yolk with one tea- break a dreadful habit. No
mercury to
spoonful of onion juice and the yolk of dry out the secretion. Price 75c., with
one boiled egg, one cupful of cold olive
spraying tube. All druggists, or mailed
oil, one tablespoonful of sugar, one table- by Ely Bros., 56» Warren Street, New
spoonful of vinegar, one tablespoonful York.
of lemon juice, one teaspoonful of salt,
"He's /a mean man. He never buys
quarter of a teaspoonful of cayenne and
Mix
half a teaspoonful of mustard.
for bis wife that he doesn't
anything
thoroughly by stirring the oil, drop by hope to profit by himself." "Why, be
drop to the egg and a few drops of vine- got ber an automobile for her exclusive
have
gar, lemon, salt, pepper, eto., which
use." "Yes, and he got ber life insured
previously been mixed together. Fill in bis favor at the same time.
lettuce
the oops and serve on white
leaves.
Foley's Honey and Tar clears the air
the Irritation in the
passages, stops
SAVORY FRENCH TOAST.
throat, soothes the inflamed membrane·,
two
into
obstinate
and the most
Grate tbe rind of a lemon
cough disappears.
cupfuis of milk, stir in a quarter ol Sore and inflamed lungs are healed and
five
cold is expelled
for
the
simmer
and
a cupful of sugar and
strengthened,
minutes. Toast some slices of bread, from the system. Refuse any bnt the
drop them into the milk for two or three genuine In the yellow package. F. A.
minutes, then roll them in egg and fry in Shurtleff & Co.
butter. Sprinkle with powdered sugar
children,
School Inspector—Now,
and cinnamon aqd serve.
what is it that comes in like a lion and
*
ORANGE SHORT CAKE.
goes out like a lamb?
Small Girl—Please, sir, it's father
Peel six oranges, remove seeds and
him a
white skin, slice and
sprinkle with when mother baa been giving
to.
sugar. Let these stand until you bake talking
the cake. Cream together one cupfol ol
Bloodine, The World's Tonic, la the
sugar and half a cupful of butter. Stii best tonic and body builder. Free saminto the mixture one well-beaten egg,
mall for 10c.
Address, The
half a cupful of milk and one pint of ple by
Bloodine Co., Inc., Boston, Mass.
flour sifted with two teaspoonfuls o!
baking powder. Bake in two sheets.
Bloom—I'm glad 1 met your wife.
When baked place the oranges between She seemed to take a fancy to me.
the layers and serve with a sauce made
Pecqne—Did she? I wish you'd met
from two oupfuls of hot water, one tea- her sooner.
oi
half
a
of
cupful
butter,
spoonful
FOLLOWS LA GRIPPE.
eugar, and enough corn starch to thick- PNEUMONIA
Flavor with the juice of one orange
en.
Pneumonia often follow· la grippe bnt
and the grated yellow rind of two. never follows the use of Foley's Honey
Serve hot
and Tar, for la grippe coughs and deep
Refuse any but the
seated colds.
MACAROON CUSTARD.
genuine in the yellow package. F. A.
for
ten
minSoak twelve macaroons
Shurtleff A
utes in sherry wine. Beat two eggi
I
Pedagog is an old-time teacher.
half
and
a
tablespoon· ! He"Mr.
slightly, add four
in the rod to brighten up
believes
ol
a
of
of sugar, one-quarter
teaspoon
dull boys."
salt aud one oupful each of milk and
"Well, isn't that the natural way to
thin cream; then add two tablespooni
make them smart?"
of blanched and ohopped almonds, one<
quarter of a teaspoonful of extract and
Bloodine Liver Pills cure Siok Head·
four finely pounded macaroons. Turn
aches, Biliousness, Dizziness,
the mixture into the chafing-dish, arand Constipation. 25c. a box, mailed by
range the soaked macaroon· on top, The Bloodine Co., Inc., Boston, Mass.
water
over
bot
cover and cook
thirty
Thia pudding can also be
minutes.
"Every man haa bis price," quoted the
made in the oven, putting the costard in
wlseguy.
a pudding dish, sett'ng it uncovered in
"Well, I've notioed that a woman can
Test It by slipa dish of boiling water.
make him feel pretty cheap,"
: generally
dish
the
of
the
middle
into
knife
a
ping
added the simple mug.
when it oomes out clean the pudding ii

Co^

Dyspepsia

υυυι.ΰ

un

υβι/unv

«

Ida A. Barrell, late of Hartford, decease d,
lint and final account presented for allowance
by Abner D. Howard, executor.
A nasi Bean, tote of Waterford, deceased;
flrst account presented for allowance by Albert
B. Bean, admlnlatratorSnmner Sessions, late of Woodstock, de
ceased ; first account presented for allowance by
A. Mont CbaM, administrator.

Frank A. Kenlaton, late of Lorell, de

ceaaed : petition for an allowance out of peraonal
estate presented by Bertha O. Kenlaton, widow

"Wilms

nw,

The aubecriber hereby glvea node· that she
executrix of the !a«t
has been duly
will and testament of
JOSEPH H. DAVIS, tote of Woodatoek,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All person»
ιKimls as the law directs.
demanda againat the estate of aald deceased
for settl··
are dealrea to preaent the aame
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requeated to
make payment Immediately.
JULIA DAMS.
Jan. 19th, 1909.

I

sum

luai

.ur.

uuuc

uuai,

the fence. "Who said
•adlshes?" Aud you never eaw two
nore surprised dogs in your life.

ooking

over

Indian River Nam··.
Boores of our rivers hnve names of
Indian origin—ns Allegheny, line river
Susquehanna, river with u muddy bottom; Keowee, river of mulberries; Snudo. corn river: Alponquin. those or

the othor side of the river; Niagara,
thunder of waters; Chicago, river of
thunder; Tonawauda. swift water:
ifumn. sons of the river; Ocklnwana,

t)o?gy river: Milwaukee, beautiful wa
tor or hn··; Cnyuga, lake In the mucky
and.

■

Kidneys sick ?
If you want to get well and 8tay well
Are your

must make the Kidneys well. The
Sidneys are the most important organt
1 η the body; they do the most work and

^ ou

mal—that is, a creature that shuts Itself up at the approach of winter and
1 is a consequence
get out of ordei
remalus almost motionless till warm
<
Whether
hlberluickest.
weather comes again.
You cannot run a great piece of ma
natlng animals sleep through the winter months nobody knows. When dug ι ihinery without attention of some kind,
of their dens some of them seem
stupid and almost lifeless for awhile
till they get warmed and waked up.
Very shortly after the middle of
September, even when the weather Is
still warm and bright, the ground bog
goes Into his burrow and is hardly
ever seen till mild weather comes in
spring. At the end of his burrow he
has a hollowed out nest of warm, dry
The
grass, and there be lies quiet.
world Is many thousand years old, but
It Is strauge that in all these centuries
nobody has yet found out whether the
woodchuck lays up a etore of winter
provisions or whether he Just lies and
sleeps till the return of spring. Some
naturalists declare that this interestlng animal does put away a miniature
cellar full of dried grass and clover for

out

winter food. Others, equally learned,
think he does not, so who can say?
Dr. Bachman, a naturalist, once had
a woodchuck burrow opened In the
month of November. It was twentyfive feet long.
Τ

·Κλ

niifnmn

oKniit

fho

Ητηα

fha

ground hog retires to his all winter
bed he 1» very fat ami sleek, and his
flesh mnkes pood eating for those who
like it. The Indians used to be very
foncP ut It. If good food were less
plentiful In our land, no doubt woodchuck meat would be commonly eaten.
The young of this family of animals
appear In the month of April, when
the weather Is getting warm, and sometimes Mother Woodihuck has as many
as half a dozen babies to take care of
all at once.
What a Windl
thinks It must be what
they call a bliuard. He la In a hurry
to get home, but for the last ten minMr.

Froggle

] Neither can you expect to have good
] iealth if you fall to look after your Kid'

Machinery.

, iey

The blood passes through the Kidneyi

houaands of times a day, as often ai
1 hrough the heart, and this Is going or
minute of our lives.

( ivery

If the

ι 10

Kidney·

are

well

NOTICE·

Filter

are

sick

and

make

Strainer

Is one of the greatest Sanitary inventions of the age.

with which they becomi »
1 leranged, can you wonder at ill-healtl

1

the

ease

ind sickness?

Can you wonder at the alarming in
and

:rease

Bloodine

prevaleocy
cures

of

all

Kidney trouble!
Kidney, Liver

3ladder, and Blood Diseases.

new

juat the nourish
required by nursing mothers.

Lot

nent

greatest system

The

Sick Kidneys
Bloodine.

are

tonic in the world

positively

cured

b;

If run down, worn out, tire at least ex
srtion, Bloodine is just what you need.

A

NOTICE.
All persons who have a bill

Shingle Machine

for Sale.
A Hall's Shingle Machine witl
wheel edger, wooden frame, saw 3;
inches, practically new and capabli

cutting from 8 to 10 thousam
shingles a day, so says F. L. Willis
1 practical mill man at West Paris
Will be sold at a bargain for cash ο

good time note. Enquire of Dr
Ο. Κ. Yates, West Paris, Maine.

Selectmen

January,

duty
of

pre-

Paris.

1909.

E. W.

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish I
I will turn lib DOORS ami WINDOWS of any
Size or Style at reaeonable price·.

Also Window & Door Frames.

Providence

E.

W.

43 years'

experience have taught us
how to make this perfect flour

Richest Ohio Wheat, six times
hermetically sealed
tanks—latest improved
:hinery half-hour tests.
ifour bread will prove it
scoured

—

—

60 YEAR8'
EXPERIENCE

Patents
UK M*»·

Terme.

Bank,
Agenta' Balances,
Interest an<l Rents,
Groas Assets
Deduct Items not

$6,MS,044 02
si.** 7·'

*«

»■

9>mctMMf

UIM

N. D. Bolster & Co

admitted

Admitted AaseU,
Liabilities Dec

Net Unpaid Leases,
Unearned Premiums,
Cash Capital,
Surplus over all Liabilities,

31.1906.

#6,841,834 Si
$ 3«',41im.
3,845^> 4»
750,ouo

A LOW PRICE
—

newedealerj.

and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors'

ON

—

Carpets

Wool
to close out odd

patterns

and

clean

up stock.

Chas. F. Ri
Comer Main and Danforth Sti.,

elr·

Il a

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Dr. Austin

Tenney,

Oculist,
Will be at hi^Norway office over C.
F. Kidlon's grocery store, Main St.,

Friday, Feb. 19th,
10 A.

*. tm 4 P. Bf.

At Rumford, Friday, Feb. 12th.
Eyes examined free and all Glasses
warranted satisfactory.

Mouldings si. Lewisfon,

Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.
in

For Sale at Your Grocer *t

$ 178,148 U
1,765,062 l.t
48.C» <«>

$ 191,100 66
281,760 00
231,645 38
6,448,780 00
128,81b 01
567,27931
73,583 66

At Home Office, 31 Lisbon St.,
every day except Fridays.

High Grade Portrait Work
AKSTED ft BUKK COUPANT. I
AH-

$2,996,749 >

500 0<I0<<)
404,540 M

Real Estate
Mortgage Loans
Collateral Loans,
Stocks and Bonds
Cash In Office and

Picture Frames

&

There waa a young man of th· cap·
Who always wore trousers of crap·.
When th«y said, "Don't they taarf"
He replied, "Her· and there.
Sot they kMp such a beautiful ahape."

31,190H.

PHILADELPHIA.
Assets Dec. 31,190''.

Maine.

Weat Sumner

NHSSKïïsSB»
milling

311 κ

Co.,
Pennsylvania Fire Insurance
PENN.

The

Scientific Jfmericati.
yuemt

Nontense Rhym·.

None

$2,'J96,74» 26
Total Liabilities and Surplus,
Messrs. W. J. WliEELEK A CO.. Agents,
Maine
South
Paris,
5-7

CHANDLER,

A bandaomoly lllnitrated weekly,
eulatlon of any acleuUflc tournai.
year: four month·, |L 8»w by all

way.

None
None
None

#2,996,060 82

Net Unpaid
Unearned Premiums,
All other Liabilities
Cash Capital
8urplus orer all Liabilities,

Matched Pine Sbeatblng for Sale.

Anyone «ending a
quickly aaeertain our opinion fr·· whether an
invention ι· probably patentable. Communication· «trlctly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patent*
sent free, Oldoet acency for Mcurisc patent*.
Patenta taken through Munn 4 Co. receive
tpteial notice, without chare·, In the

utes he has not been able to go even
step forward. He doesn't see what
you see—that there la a tree In the

Co.,

Fire Ins.

$2,470,878 00
153,39* -5
S35,«39 14
ÏS.397 41
11,547 42

Liabilities Dec.
Losses

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.

Duion·
COPYRIOHTB AC.
sketch and description may

a

Washington

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Λ fleets Dec. SI, 1908.

1,919,527 *i
If In want of aoy kind of Flnlah for Inalde 01
Outalde work, «end In your order·. Pine Lum
#6,841,834 ft
Total Llabllltlea and Surplus
ber and Shingle* on band Cbeap for Caab.
W. J. WHEELER ft CO., Agent».
South Paris, Maine.
5-7

I ηA

Needed a Starter.
One nlprht little Margaret, on kneeling by her mamma to say her prayers,
finished, "Xow I lay me," and forgot.
"Mamma." she said, "you Just start
me. and then I can go a-whlizlng."—
Delineator.

93,148,967 69

W. J. WHEt.LKK A CO., Agents,
South Paris, Maine

Admitted Assets,

to

β'.'

Total Liabilities and Surplus,

Losses

No

against

·3,148,967

· 201,867 Μ
1,883,983 23
99,055 1s
825,0001«
359.061 83

Unpaid

Gross Assets
Deduct Items not admitted

Xj. AC. Longley,
Maine.

consider it your

31,1S08.

Unearned Premiums,
A11 other Liabilities,
Deposit Capital,
Surplus over all Liabilities,

Interest ami Bents
All other Assets

Norway,

sent it at once.

$3,225,012
76,045 07

admitted

old

Job-

promptly
charge for team.

please

10 58

IWM 91
6,654 2.

Beal Estate
Mortage Loani,
Collateral Loans,
Slock· ami Bonds,
Cash In Office and Bank
Λ Rents' Balance»
best of Bill· Receivable,

the town of Paris in any account,

Bloodine contains

Urois Assets
Deduct items not

Lewiston, Haine.
A

>2,554,145 il
177,910 90
454,978 39

Interest and Rents
All other Aa»et«

5.7

Willard M'f'g Co.,

01

Nil

Nil
Nil

Loan»

Bank,
Agent»' Balance·,....?
Mile Receivable

Net

Read what
any vessel.
the Press says of this wonderful invention.

The
*reak from any cause they leave thi of Plumbing Goods.
No
joieon in the blood, and this poisoi 1 oak woodwork for closets.
joisons the entire system.
goods. Call and eee this line.
attended to.
When you consider their great wort bing

1 md

Estate,

Admitted Assets
Liabilities Dec.

pail, jug

on a

Corporation,

LONDON.
A»sets Dec. SI, 1908.

Caah In Office and

of Paris, Norway,
Oxford and Hebron, who
will he pleased to show
The
them at any time.
of
and
construction
shape
these filters is such that they

be used

C.DAVIS.
EDWARD N. DAVIS.

FRED

London Assurance
Mortgage

towns

or

19th,

Immediately.

1909.

Collateral Loana
Stocka and Bonda,

A. W. WALKER & SON
to sell our goods in the

can

payment
V1

Jan.

Real

No farmer should be withWe have arrangout one.
ed with

they Alter just

much blood, but if they

The aubacrlbera hereby glre notice that they
hare been duly appointed executors of (ht
toat will and teatament of
ISAAC DAVIS, late of Frreburg,
In the County of Oxford, deceaaed. AU peraon*
baring demanda agalnat the estate of aald de
ceased are deal red to present the same for seul*
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested to

Dairy

The

ι

Qualified.
Caller—Ii the lady of the house In?
Waitress (who litis been given notice)—
Hoarse coughs and stuffy cold· that
8he's In, but she's no lady!—Life.
over
into
night
; may develop
pneumonia
Needlework should be Ironed on the are qnickly cured by Foley's Honey and
What will yon take for that Cough
The world la upheld by the veracity
inflamed membrane·,
it
soothe·
il
and
and
of
a
in
Tar,
flannel,
I
piece
you have, Bill? I don't want it, but if j1 wrpng side,
under the heal· the lungs, and expel· the oold of good men.—Emerson.
bad It I wonld take Bloodlne Cough should be kept long enough
from the system. V. A. Shurtleff A Co.
Iron to thoroughly dry it
Checker, a 85c. bottle will ou re you,

j

Rhoda S. Tatea, late of Parla, decease
drat account presented for allowance by Jam<
9. Wright, executor.

Daniel B. Keen·, tote of Sumner, deceased,
allowance

The woodchuck is widely distributed
over North America, from South Carolina to Hudson bay and from the Atlantic coast as far west as Missouri.
It is fond of mountainous regions.
Woodchucks used to be so numerous
In our country tbat they sometimes did
dn mage to grass and clover crops, but
for two centuries a favorite eport of
the American boy has been to take his

spokesman, In an eagar voice.
"Well," said the dean, "we might arrange it. What price do you ask?"
"Over in Philadelphia," said tbe
spokesman, "they gave ub forty dollars."

but take it from me, old man,
be hasn't got the head to fill his father's
shoes.

Norway,
Jett

first and final account presented for
by John H. Robinson, administrator.

mouse. It iu froin fifteen to eighteen
inches long. Its legs are short, and Its
body is stout and "chuffy." Its color
is reddish brown, sometimes grizzled
with gray. The woodchuck Is a vegetarian, living mostly on grass and
clover. Itcd clover It likes best of all.

to live.

fellow;

de
Sarah D. Hawkins, tote of
ceased ; aecond account of truatee· of fund
for beneflt of the Flrat Unlrersallst Pariah of
Norway presented for allowance by If oses 1.
3Ulee et als, trustees.

having

Would you care to purchase our bodies
for your dissecting room?"
The dean hesitated. "It Is an odd
proposition," he muttered.
"But it is occasionally done," said the

the youDg man possessed the ability to
carry out the father's policies.
"Well," said one kindly disposed
friend, "for my part, I think Henry is
very bright and capable. I'm sure he
will succeed."

want ;

a

presented for allowance by J.
Hsatlnga Bean, guardian.
John D. Wood, of Andorer, ward; account
preaenied for allowance by Olney A. Burget·,
guardian.
account

Una)

appointed

Market Price.
Two men, miserably clad, called on
the dean of a medical college in New
York. "We are both on the verge of
starvation, sir," the spokesman said.
"We are well on in years, and it is clear

RAREBIT.

CELERY

$1.00

50c

Joeephlne Ε. Dudley, tote of Woodatock,
leceaaed; will and petition for probate thereof
presented by Ansel Dudley, the executor there
η named.
Catherine H. Sever?, tote of Dlxfleld, de
*ased : petition for the appointment of Byron C.
(faite or «ome other «diable pereon a· admlnl·
irator of the estate of said deceaaed, presented
by A It·h ▲. Walte, nephew.
Sarah D. Htwkhu, tote of Norway, cl».
:eaaed : petition for the appointment of rrank
B. Beck ·· truatee of a fuod left by Mid de
seaaed for the benefit of the rirat UnWersalut
Parish of Norway, presented by Moses P. Stile»
ud Stephen B. Cummlngs, two of the trustees
of aald fund.

NOTICE.

The

Serve hot.

WALNUT AND

IT WILL MAKE TOUR CHILDREN WHAT
THET SHOULD BE.

cause.

Ablteh C. Hall, late of Pari·, deeeawd; will
ind petition for probate thereof presented by
laryE. Hall, the executrix therein named.
V.llem W. Bfrnela, tote of Lorell, deceased,
rill and petition for probate thereof presented
the executor therein named.
ty Moeee K. Bemto,
enrn F. lertlrtti tote of New Bedford,
η the Commonwealth of Maeeachueett·, de
«aeedicopyof will aad petition for probkte
hereof presented by Clarance H. Banlett, one
if the executor» therein named.

ADDISON E. HERR1CK, Judge of aald Court
copy—Attest :
ALBERT D. PARK, Register

skidooed."

fegg.

OYSTRR

Expels Impurities.

Îoes

Now fill some buttered cups
"Perhaps you're right," said another
with the mixture and bake fifteen min- friend. "Henry is undoubtedly a clever

of

with its 57 years of earned réputation, is the ideal household remedy
of most every mother.

they «ee

• if

V true

His Deficiency.
dog lo the lields and "dig out a wood▲ certain Chicago merchant died, chuck." so that the tribe has become
leaving to his only son the conduct of rather shy and scarce, dodging the huan extensive business, and great doubt
man si>ecies as Its greatest enemy.
tea- was
expressed in some quarters whether
The woodchuck is a hibernating anl-

OR

TRUE'S ELIXIR

dents or gnawers. Its scientific name
is arctomys, from two Greek words
which mean bear mouse. The animal's
bead is shaped like that of α bear,
while It Is an inveferate gnawer, like a

sprigs around

one

The tender ages of childhood need a strengthening
tonic to produce nealthy,
red-blooded American men
and women.

85c.

\> all peraonelatereeied In either of the Estate.
hirtfAAfUr m moil :
At ê Probate Court, held M Paris, la and
Tu***, of
ttn„ la the nir of oar Lord om thoaaand
line hundred and nine. The followta» nutter
thereupon
taring been preeented tor the action
hereinafter Indicated, It to hereby obokkkd
That notice thereof be gtretoall persona In
meted, br oaualnf a copy ofthto order to be
mbltobed three week· uicoeeelrely In the Ox
ont Democrat, a newapaper published at South
»arto, tn aald County, that they mar apm&r at »
'rebate Court to 6e held at «aid Pari· on
be third Tueaday of fob., A. D. lew, at 9
,( the dock la "J»e forenoon, and be heard there

oT^CaiOTo^o.ttoihlrd

GENUINE

Best Worm Remedy.

and the saying was that if on Feb. 2
the badger could see his shadow at
noon the winter was only half over. In

almost every country of Europe this
Idea of a sunny Feb. 2 being α predlctlon of cold weather was believed In.
In Scotland they Ray:
If Candlemas day be dry and fair.
The half of winter's to come and mair.
Ground hog Is one name for the
woodchuck, or North American marmot. It belongs to the family of ro-

©"Ϊ5~©

Cleanses the System
Enriches the Blood.
Tones up the Stomach.

was

with
appropriate
eight thousand people by
gestures
Billy Sunday, tbe evangelist, at his revival meeting in Spokane, Washington.
"And so David's pa comes up to him
whore he was working in tbe field and
says, 'Dave, better go up to the house,
your ma's anxious about the other boys
fighting in the army, hasn't heard from
them by phone or anything and she'd
like you should go look them up.' So
Dave hops on a trolley and bikes to the
front and stays there with bis brothers

Goliath,

PtOBATX IMICIf.

ween

Even If you live In the city you have
probably heard on the second day of
February some person say smilingly:
"This Is ground bog day. Now we'll

willing

made

CHICKEN SOUFFLE.
cupful of milk with one
spoonful of cornstarch that has been
moistened with a little milk. Add to
this one cupful of cold minced turkey or
chicken and the yolk of one egg. Take
from the fire, add pepper and celery salt,
and let cook while you stir in the white
TURKEY

Cook

"Now, suppose a man loves a certain
"Columbia Ignition Batteries'1 the woman—"
"There ain't no snob thing. They're done.—MoCall's.
best for automobiles and telephones.
the unoertaineat critters there Is."—

Wheelbarrows—We
sell
Telephones and Electrical Supplies—We

am

Put into your chafing dish or saucepan half a pint of oysters, with their
Boston Profanity.
own liquor, and cook a few moments
Success: Katy, aged five, and a resithen
to
their
curl),
edges begin
(until
Now put dent of America's seat of culture, ran to
turn them into a hot bowl.
rightful order:
her father one morning, exolaiming:
It never pays to attend to another's into your pan one tablespoonful of but"Father, Brother Howard swore'"
or
crumbled
of
a
half
finely
ter,
pound
business.
"Swore, did he!" inquired the parent
each
and
one
cheese
saltspoonful
grated
What is life without love?
Beat two grimly, reaching for the slipper. "What
mustard.
and
of
salt,
paprika
A man would better be good than
did he say?"
eggs lightly and add to the oyster liquor,
"He said "ain't," responded Katy
great.
which has been strained, and when the
You should go to your elders for ad- cheese is melted
pour in gradually, stir- solemnly.
vice.
ring all the time. Add the oysters, and
HEXAMEHYLENETETRATMINE.
Let the right hand give without the as soon as hot turn over hot toast or
The above is the name of a German
crackers.
left hand's knowledge.
crisp
chemical, which is one of the many
One child is not born better than an▲ SUPPER DISH.
valuable ingredients of Foley's Kidney
other.
Hexamethylenetetramine is
Butter thin slices of brown bread, Remedy.
and
Take a stitch in time to save nine.
sprinkle them lightly with Worcester- recognized by medical text books
Be thankful for the many blessings shire sauce, cover with a generous layer authorities as a uric acid solvent and anTake Foley'·
of grated Araericau cheese, season with tiseptic for the urine.
you receive.
salt and paprika and bake in a hot oven Kidney Remedy as soon as you notice
Serve a any irregularities, and avoid a serious
until the cheese is melted.
No. 388.—Addition·.
on top of each piece.
malady. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
egg
poached
1. Add 50 to a girl's name and make

Linseed Oil,
Floor Faints,
House Paints,
box, mailed by The Bloodine Co., Inc.,
Varnishes,
Floor Dressing,
Bam Faints,
Boston, Mass.
Floor Finish,
Turpentine,
Bool Faints,
Tom—I don't like the sheath gown at
Brushes.
Liquid Filler,
Wagon Faint),
all. Now how would yon look in one?"
and Sherwin-Williams.
Dick—"Why, through the silts in the
Oar paints include Impervious, Heath Λ Milligan,
Faroid

often that may seem to beneoessary,
and the process requires three minutes'
time. While drying the hands, take oare
to press the cuticle at the nails' base as
far back as possible. This will develop
the desirable white oresoents, which are
a distinguishing mark of the regularly
cared-for bands, and as nail cultivation
begins at their base, one should avoid
bruising the cuticle at that plaoe, lest

ter to

day, and recommend Foley's Kidney
Remedy to all sufferers, as It cured me

Maine.

Art la

CroM Tlf.
Thi* la an outdoor pity for boy·,
toe of the party la appointed to be

ensue.
spoil John Barrett, forgetting that a
When the fingers are thoroughly dried man like John (and he's not peculiar In
of
the
probe and clean the upper portion
this; never lets his conscience give bim
nails with the orange stick, taking pains remorse so
long as he has bis health and
not to tear the flesh of the fingers or to backbone.
The world is full of incipient
scratch the inside of the nails, as the remorse. Every
logging job In Maine
white border at the top, to be beautiful, bas a
and yours is a lifeBye,
Tommy
must be transparent and absolutely flaw· size
Sargent that talks. We'll all forgive
less.
tbe 'art-for-art'a-sake' impressionism of
Even if the surface of the nails is
your painting of us—the lies were ail
not
be
do
or
stained,
slightly discolored
right, anyhow; It's tbe truth that hurts.
tempted into using the end of the orange Here's my hand which, as your hero
stick upon them. They shonld never be said, holds
congratulations ana tbe hopes
soraped with any sort of hard instru- for more along tbe same lines."
how. But thousands of people formerment, as their enamel is so exceedingly
ly really believed in the ground hog
delicate that it may not resume its norThe Slang Evangelist.
In Germany the badger
mal condition for a long time. Far betthe story of David and superstition.
Here is
a
substituted for the ground hog,

,..$2,701,379 66

Net Unpaid I.twee*.
Unearned Premium·
AII other Liabilities
Cash Capital,
Surplus over all Liabilities,

Oounm, Oxford Democrat, South Pute, M·.

hangnails

LIABILITIES DEC.SI, 1906.
φ 96/248 60
1,629,919 31

of Cotton Seed Meal

a car

· 900,00000
46,235 00

none
731 02
490 00

Gross Asset*,

your self.
I am agent for SUCRENE Dairy
Feed and SCHUMACHER Stock
Feed. I call your attention to these

No. 383.—Rebus Puzzle.

Î,906,2» 00
101,614 9»
144,078 69

1

OornspoBdsaceeatenlos of tatenst to the telles
Usofiolted. AddraM: Kdttor HOKBUXUI'

Manicuring the Nells.
With a short orange stick, a Mod paper
No. 382-—Diamond.
obip and a bit of chamois—all of which
1. A letter in Florida. 2. Sound made may be conveniently carried In an ordiby a certain domestic animal. 8. A nary shopping bag—the finger nails may
the
king of France. 4. Established. 6. A be kept in an ideal oondltion without
But
relict, β. To use a needle. 7. A letter aid of a professional manicure.
after
they shonfd be attended to directly
In Florida.
the hands are washed, no matter how

none

Stocke and Bonde,
Cash In Office and Bank,
A sente' Balancée,
Bills Receivable,
I ntereet and Rents,
All other Aiseta,

cheaper

two feeds as

SI, 1906.

The Puzzler

DOMEMàlERS1 COLUMN.

Manto-Man Letters.
Nothing warm· the heart of an author like the good-for-you, old chap, sort
of letter wblon a nan Is moved to write
sometimes when he has read a book
that hits his fancy. Major Holman Day,
who wrote King Spruce, a novel fall of
forest sights and rounds, and smells,
and the offhand apeeoh of the woodsman,
has In his possession a letter from a
Maine forester that sets even the common blood atingllng with Its spontaneity.
It was written not long after the Harpers
published King Sprnee, which wss lent
to the writer as he was on his way home
from a tedious winter in China and
Japan. The letter says to Major Day:
"You've made a ten-strike, you've hit
a brand-new chord, and we are all of us
proud of you, even though yon have
been a little extravagant in yonr drawing
of the timberland owners. For one, I

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L.M. TUFTS,
Nichols St.,

ECZEMA

SOUTH PARIS.

curio by PURIFINA
ANY !»■■·-·' st l'A Ν eupph· you. 8c. aite Fret.
u ΓιυοΙ t
What
f υ«ΠΗΑ, Mew Verfc 0%,

Cnd<au4 Statsaaiat mt tk·

Oxford

P. of H. Mutual Fire
Insurance Company.

County

•outb. Parle, Maine.
ASSETS, DEC. SI, 1908.
I 6*6 7*
Caah In office and bank
1,062 TJ
Assessments unpaid

11.7%)111
caah aaaets,
LIABILITIES, DEC.SI, 1M6.
$1.500 «{λ
Loaaea unpaid,
unpaid,..
•Ι·ϊ^
«,0MU>
All other Uabllitlee, contested claim
Qroaa
•

ToUl liability,
$S,500(0
Premium note· subject to aaaeaament, $194.517 oo
Balança doe on premium note·, fall amount »«
M

Q.W.Q.PEKHAM, Secretary

